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Abstract 
Well-bounded operators of type (B) are the building blocks for trigonometrically well-
bounded, polar and AC operators. We examine the relationship between polar and AC 
operators of type (B) and explore the concepts of bounded variation and absolute conti-
nuity for functions defined on annuli. 
In 1973, Hunt, Muckenhoupt and Wheeden showed that the Hubert transform is a bounded 
operator on a weighted LP space precisely when the weight satisfies the A condition. This 
result is proved independently for LP spaces over the reals, the circle and the integers. We 
investigate the inter-relationships between these three theorems and show that the theo-
rems for the reals and the integers are equivalent. 
When W satisfies the A condition on It, as well as certain boundedness conditions, we 
show that the one-parameter group of translation operators {Ui } €a on LP (R) defined 
by Utf(s) = f(s + t) admits a Stone-type integral representation - that is 




where t E R, E(.) is a spectral family, and the limit is in the strong operator topology of 
13L (L, (R)). 
In the final chapter we examine matrix-weighted shifts. These are operators of the form 
VAX(k) = Akxkl, 
where k E Z, each Ak is an n x ii matrix, and each xk is an n-dimensional vector. In 
particular we look for conditions under which these weighted shift operators are trigono-
metrically well-bounded. We show that when 
f 1 ak 1 for k E Z 
A k=Lo 1] 




if k < 0, 
Wk  
aj 	if k>0, 
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Well-bounded operators were introduced by Smart in 1960 and were originally studied by 
Smart and Ringrose, [21, 22, 231. These operators admit a spectral decomposition which is, 
in some sense, analogous to that for self-adjoint operators on Hubert space. By definition, 
a well-bounded operator has a functional calculus which is based upon the Banach algebra 
of absolutely continuous functions on some compact interval of the real line. When the 
functional calculus is weakly compact the operator is said to be well-bounded of type 
(B). The spectral decomposition for a type (B) operator is much simpler than that for a 
general well-bounded operator. It is type (B) operators we are interested here since these 
are the building blocks for trigonometrically well-bounded and polar operators. A detailed 
account of the theory of well-bounded operators may be found in Part V of [10]. Shorter 
versions are given in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7]. 
Suppose that X is a Banach space and that T is a bounded operator on X. Then T is 
said to be trigonometrically well-bounded if there is a well-bounded operator A of type 
(B) on X such that T = e. If there exist commuting. well-bounded operators R and A 
iA on X, both of type (B) and such that T = Re, then T is said to be a polar operator. If, 
however, there are commuting well-bounded operators C and D (of type (B)) on X then 
T = C + iD is said to be an AC operator (of type (B)). 
The apparent analogy between polar and AC operators and polar and cartesian forms 
would suggest that there may be some relationship between the two types of operators. 
We show by means of some examples that they are not equivalent. 
In 1972 Muckenhoupt introduced the A condition (see [20]). The following year with 
Hunt and Wheeden in [19] he showed that the Hilbert transform is a bounded operator on 
a we L space, L', if and only if W satisfies the A condition. By means of three 
separate proofs they showed their result to be true for weighted LP spaces over R, T and 
Z. In Chapter 3 we focus on the one-way implication 'if W satisfies A then the Hilbert 
transform is bounded' and investigate the inter-relationships between these theorems over 
R, T and Z. In particular we show that the theorems over R and Z are equivalent. 
Chapter 4 is devoted to a discussion of the one-parameter group of translation operators 
on a weighted LP space. Here p is fixed in the range 1 < p < oo. For a given function I 
we define Uf by the equation 
Utf(s) = f(s + t), S E R. 
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W(x + t) I <'• xER 
In this case the operator norm of Ut is given by the expression on the left-hand side of the 
inequality above. 
This is analogous to the discrete case, see [4]. In [4], Berkson and Gillespie show that if 
U denotes the bilateral right shift on 1, i.e. U{xk} = {xk_,}, then 
1/p 
iuii = sup ( Wk+n
) 
 : k e z} 
WJ  
for n E Z. It is easy to see that if {wk} satisfies the A condition on Z then Utm is a bounded 
operator on IP for each n E Z and IlUII = O(InI). However the corresponding result does 
not hold in the continuous case and we give examples to show that even when W satisfies 
the A,, condition on R, the operators Ut are not necessarily bounded on L,(R). 
In the- final two theorems of Chapter 4 we state conditions under which the one-parameter 
group {Ut}tER  is strongly continuous on L' (R), and under which there exists a Stone-
type integral representation, namely, 
Ut = lim j eittdE(A), t ER, 
for some spectral family E(.), where the limit is taken in the strong operator topology of 
L5L(L(R)). 
In Chapter 5 we investigate the bilateral weighted shift on 1P  spaces over Ctm. In the scalar 
case a weighted shift is defined as follows. Given a complex sequence x = { xk}kEZ, a 
weighted shift is an operator which sends the sequence {xk}k€Z  to {ckxk_1}Z for some 
sequence of 'weights' {ak}kEZ.  In the vector-valued case, the sequence of scalars, x, is 
replaced by a sequence of n dimensional vectors, and-the sequence {ak}kEZ  is replaced by 
a sequence of n x n matrices {Ak}kEz. 
In particular, we look for conditions under which this matrix-weighted shift is trigonomet-
rically well-bounded. This is a vector-valued version of the work of Berkson and Gillespie 
in [4]. In their paper they consider the scalar case and show that the weighted shift on 1" 
is isometrically similar to the unweighted shift on an appropriate weighted sequence space, 
1P  m . They go on to prove that the (unweighted) bilateral shift on is trigonometrically 
well-bounded if and only if w satisfies the A,, condition on Z. 
In the final section we concentrate our attention on the special case when n = 2 and the 




We show that when the sequence w = { wk}kEZ, defined by 
a 1 if k < o, 
Wk 	0 	 ifk=0 
rk ifk>0, 
is of bounded mean oscillation (BMO) the weighted shift operator 
VAX(k) = Akxk_1 
is trigonometrically well-bounded. 
3 
Chapter 1 
Definitions and Preliminary 
Results 
We .shall begin with some notation, definitions and facts about well-bounded operators. 
Given an interval J = [a, b] C R, let BV(J) denote the unital Banach algebra of all 
functions f : J - C of bounded variation with pointwise algebraic operations and norm 
IIIIIBV(J) 	If(b)I + var!. 
Let T denote the unit circle. Then BV(T) denotes the unital Banach algebra of all 
functions f : T - C of bounded variation with pointwise algebraic operations and norm 
If IIBV(T) =  If (1)1 + varf. 
We denote by AC(J) (resp. AC(T)) the closed subalgebra consisting of the absolutely 
continuous functions on J (resp. T). Let X be a Banach space, X its dual, and &(X) 
the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on X. 
1.1 Definitions 
Definition 1.1.1 Let T E 8C(X). Then T is said to be well-bounded if there exists a 
compact interval J and a constant K such that 
IIp(T)II :~ AIIPIIBV(J 
for every polynomial p with complex coefficients. 
Note that o(T), the spectrum of T, must be a subset of J. (See [10], Corollary 15.9.) 
Definition 1.1.2 Let J be a compact interval. An AC(J)-functional calculus (resp. an  
AC(T)-functional calculus) for an operator T E 8L(X) is a norm-continuous identity- 
preserving algebra homomorphism y of AC(J) into 5C(X) (resp. AC(T) into 8C(X)) 
4 
such that y sends the identity map v(t) = t to T and the function identically 1 to I, 
the identity operator of B1(X). Furthermore, -y is said to be weakly compact if for each 
x E K. '(.)x is a weakly compact linear mapping of the domain of into X. 
Remark Since the polynomials are dense in the set of absolutely continuous functions 
(see [22], Lemma 10), we may say that an operator T is well-bounded if there exists a 
compact interval J for which T has an AC(J)-functional calculus. 
Definition 1.1.3 An operator T is said to be well-bounded of type (B) if, for some com-
pact interval J, T has a weakly compact AC(J)-functional calculus. (Note that if X is a 
reflexive space then every well-bounded operator is automatically of type (B) - see 1121, 
p68). 
Definition 1.1.4 A spectral family in X is a projection-valued function .E(.) : R 
13L(X) satisfying the following conditions: 
sup{IIE(A)II A E R} < 00; 
E(A)E(p) = E(/L)E(A) = E(min{A,}), A, IL ER; 
E(.) is strongly right continuous; 
E(•) has a strong left-hand limit at each point of R; 
E(A) - 0 (resp. E(A) - I) in the strong operator topology of!3L(X) as A -p — 00 
(resp. A - 
N.B. If E(A) = 0 for all A < a, and E(A) = I for all A > b, then E(.) is said to be 
concentrated on [a, b]. 
1.2 Some Preliminary Results 





exists as the strong limit of the Riemann-Stieltjes sums 
S(f, u) = f(a)E(a) +f(A 	A ){E() - E(A 1 )}, 
where u = (A0 ,A 1 ,. .. , A) is a partition of J. Rearranging the above in the style of 
integration by parts gives 
S(f,u) = f(b)E(b) —{f(A) - f(A 1 )}E(A 1 ). 
The following results may be found in [10], Chapter 17. A shorter account of the properties 
of well-bounded operators of type (B) is given in [6]. 
61 
Proposition 1.2.1 The mapping 
f -f fdE  3 
	
is an identity-preserving algebra 	homomorphism of BV(J) into 	satisfying 
Ijj B fdE 	IIfIIBv(J)sup{IIE(A)lI : A E R} 
for f E BV(J). 
Proposition 1.2.2 Let T E 13L(X). Then T is well-bounded of type (B) if and only if 
there exists a spectral family E(.) in X such that 
E(.) is concentrated on a compact interval [a, b], and 
T = f[a,bl AdE(A). 
In this case E(.) is uniquely determined and is called the spectral family of T. 
Proposition 1.2.3 Let T E !3C(X) be well-bounded of type (B) and let E(.) be its spectral 
family. Then an operator S commutes with T if and only if  commutes with E(A) for all 
A e R. 
Proposition 1.2.4 Let T e !3L(X) be well-bounded of type (B) and let E(.) be its spectral 
family. Then for each A E R, {E(A) - E(A)} is a projectio.i operator and 
{E(A) - E(A)}X = {x E X Tx = Ax}, 
where E(A) denotes the strong limit as s - A - of E(s). 
Lemma 1.2.5 Let E(.) be a spectral family concentrated on the compact interval [a, b], 
so that 
A= / AdE(A) 




is also well-bounded of type (B). 
PROOF. First assume that f is increasing and let p be a polynomial. Then (p o 1(A)) 
has approximating Itiemann - Stieltjes sums 
(po f)(b)E(b) - 	{(po f)(A) - (po f)(A1)}E(A1), 
where a = AO <A 	... 	 = b is a partition of [a. b]. Also 
	
11(p 0 f)(b)E(b) - 	{( po f)(A) - (p° f)(—i )}E(A_1  )II 
{l(f(b))I +Ip of() - 0 f(A 1  )I} sup{IIE()JI : A E 
Taking the supremum over all partitions of [a, b], we obtain the inequality 
Ip(f(A))II 	K(Ip(f(b))I + va(po f)) 
= I(Ipf(b))I + [f(J(b)]P) 
= ItIIPIIBV(J) , 
where K = sup{E(A) : A E R} and J = [1(a), 1(b)]. Hence f(A) is well-bounded. 
To prove that f(A) is well-bounded of type (B) we must show that, for each x E X and 
each. polynomial p, the mapping p i- (po f)(A)x is weakly compact. Given x E X, define 
YX  = { E(s)x s E It). If IIPIIBV(J) < 1 then 
p(f(b))E(b)x - 	{p(f(A)) - p(f(Aj i ))}E(j i )x E aco(Yr), 
the absolutely convex hull of Y. It follows that (pof)(A)x E 	(Y) (the closed absolutely 
convex hull of Y) whenever IIpIIBv(J) < 1. By [10], p347, Y is totally bounded for each x 
and by [10], Lemma 17.13, (Y) is compact for each x; it follows that, for each x E X, 
the mapping 
p - (pof )(A)x 
is compact, and therefore weakly compact. Note that if f is decreasing on [a,b], then 
—f(A) is well-bounded of type (B). As the additive inverse of a type (B) operator is also 
of type (B), the lemma is established. 	 0 
Definition 1.2.6 An operator U E BC(X) is said to be trigonometrically well-bounded if 
there exists a well-bounded operator T of type (B) on X such that U = e 2'. 
We shall use the notation a(A) to denote the point spectrum of the operator A, i.e. the 
set of eigenvalues of A. 
Proposition 1.2.7 If U is a trigonometrically well-bounded operator on the Banach space 
iA X, then there is a unique well-bounded operator A of type (B) on X such that U = 
(A) C [0, 2r], and the point spectrum of A does not contain 21r. 
Definition 1.2.8 The unique operator A in Proposition 1.2.7 is called the argument of 
U and will be denoted by argU. 
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Theorem 1.2.9 Let U E 13(X). Then U is trigonometrically well-bounded if and only 
if U has a weakly compact AC(T)-functional calculus. 
There now follows an example of a well-bounded operator of type (B). In the following we 
shall denote by D the discrete Hubert transform, i.e. 
Dx(n)= lim 
- N—oe 7r 
1<IjI<N 
for sequences x in a suitable class, e.g. l. The existence of Dx is not obvious. It can, 
however, be shown to exist and, using Stechkin's result as quoted below, D can be shown 
to be bounded on IP for 1 < p< 00. 
An Example of a Well-Bounded Operator of Type (B) 
An example of a trigonometrically well-bounded operator is the bilateral shift on IP for 
p in the range 1 < p < 00. It follows that arg U is a well-bounded operator of type (B). 
To show that U is trigonometrically well-bounded we use a theorem of S.B. Stechkin [24] 
which states that for p in the range 1 < p < 00 there is a constant C, with the property 
that, for each trigonometric polynomial q, the l-norm of convolution by the sequence 
{q(n)} of Fourier coefficients of q is bounded by CIqII Bv(T) . It follows that 
Iq(U)II ~: CIIqlBv(T) 
for all trigonometric polynomials q. The function which sends the trigonometric polyno-
mial q to the operator q(U) may be extended to all functions f E AC(T). The extended 
map is an AC(T)-functional calculus for U and, since IP is a reflexive space, is automat-
ically weakly compact. Thus U is trigonometrically well-bounded. The argument and 
spectral decomposition of U may be expressed in terms of D as shown below. 
For 0 < ) < 27r, let xA  denote the characteristic function of the arc {e" 27r — A < t < 2r} 
of T. The Fourier coefficients of XA  are given by 
	
(1 . —e  i,A )  if n 	0, 
ifn.=0. 2ir 
Let c, denote the sequence {(—n)}€z. Observe that, for x E l, 
(x * c)(n) = 	+ 	
iex_ - 	 zxfl_J 
#0 	-' 	 #0 
= 
 (
_I+(A_DA. - D))x(n)  
2r 	27r  
where Ax(n) = e iAn Xn (so A A  is an isometry for each ...\ E [0,27r]). Since D is a bounded 
operator on IP it follows that convolution by a A  is also bounded on 1P. If we denote this 
convolution by E(A) it is easy to see from (1.1) that 
sup{IIE(A)II : 0 < ) < 2ir} <00. 
Also 
(E(,\)x) - = ( 	* x)= & 
when x is finitely supported and denotes the Fourier transform on IP fl 12.  As & = XA 
it follows that each E) is a projection. If we further define 
E(A)—{ I 
for A > 27r. 
- 	0 for A<0, 
then {E(A) : A E R} is a spectral family concentrated on [0,2w]. The operator 
A= / 	AdE(A) 
J[o,21rj 
is therefore well-bounded of type (B) and integration by parts shows that 
2ir 
Ax=27rx— I E(A)xdA. 
Jo 
Now, given t E (0,2w) and a finitely supported sequence x, 
r2ir 
(A x )( e&t) = 2w(eut) 
- J 	X(e2t)x(e2t)dA 0 
127r-t 
2r 
= 27r ( eit) -£( e2t)dA 
= (2w - t)(e) 
or, in the language of multipliers, A corresponds to the p-multiplier on T defined by 
(e2t) = 27r - t for t E [0,2w). Hence 
( e z x )( e 2t) = e _zt2( e it) 
at least for finitely supported sequences x and (since the function 1(t) = eit is of bounded 
variation on [0,2w]) it follows that U = e. As the spectral family E(.) is continuous in 
the strong operator topology, A has no eigenvalues. Thus A = arg U. Also since 
,' 
and A is the operator which denotes convolution by {( —)}flEz,  we have 
A = irl+iD. 
The well- boundedness of wI+iD was first discovered by Dowson and Spain in [11] although 
the connection with the bilateral shift was not noted there. 
Definition 1.2.10 An operator T E 13C(X) is said to be a polar operator if there exist 
commuting type (B) well-bounded operators R and A on X such that T = ReA. 
Theorem 1.2.11 (411, Theorem 3.16) 
Let T e 8L(X) be polar. Then T has a decomposition T = Re" such that 
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R and A are commuting well-bounded operators of type (B); 
o(R) > O, 
F(0)e = F(0), where F(•) is the spectral family of R; 
(A) C [0,27r], 22r 	a(A). 
This decomposition is unique and is called the canonical decomposition of T. 
Theorem 1.2.12 ([1], Theorem 3.18 (i)) 	
iA Let T be a polar operator with canonical decomposition T = Re. Then the commutants 
of T, R and A satisfy {T}' = {R}' fl {A}'. 
For an account of polar operators see N. 
Definition 1.2.13 An operator T E 8L(X) is said to be an AC operator if there exist 
commuting well-bounded operators C and D such that T = C + iD. 
In the case when C and D are well-bounded operators of type (B), T is said to be AC of 
type (B). 
For an account of AC operators see [2]. 
In the second part of Chapter 2 we look at the ideas of bounded variation and absolute 
continuity for a function of two variables which has polar form. In [2], Berkson and 
Gillespie discuss the notions of bounded variation and absolute continuity for a function 
of two variables given in Cartesian form. They define bounded variation as follows. 
Definition 1.2.14 Suppose that J = [a, b] and K = [c,d] are two intervals of the real 
line. Given a rectangular grid c on J x K obtained from the partitions 
a=s0 <s1 < ... <s=b 
and 
c=to <ti < ... <trn d, 
and a function f: J x K 	C, let 
n-i rn-i 
(f) = E I I f(s,ti) - f(s 1 ,t) - f(s 2 ,t +1 ) + f(s+1,t+1)I. 
i=O j=O 
Define the variation off on J x K by 
var! = sup{g(f) : G is a rectangular grid on J x K}. 
JXK 
The function f is said to be of bounded variation on J x K if each of the numbers 
var f, 	varf(.,d), 	varf(b,) JxK J 	 A 
is finite. We denote by BV(J x K) the set of all functions f J x K 	C of bounded 
variation. 
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N.B. This set, together with the norm 
fIIBvJxI.i = f(b,d)I+varf( . ,d)+varf(b,.)+ varf J 	K 	 JxK 
is a Banach algebra, (see [2]). Berkson and Gillespie also give the following definition of 
absolute continuity. 
Given a rectangle R = [a', b'] x [c', d'] contained in J x K and a function f J x K 	C, 
let 
'-R(f) = f(a',c') - f(b',c') - f(a',d') + f(b',d'). 
Such rectangles (with sides parallel to the coordinate axes) are referred to as subrectangles 
of J x K. Furthermore, let in denote Lebesgue measure on R 2 . 
Definition 1.2.15 A function f J x K 	C is said to be absolutely continuous if the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
given e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
> k(f)I 
RE7 
whenever R is a finite collection of pairwise non-overlapping' subrectangles of J x K 
with 
m(R) < 6; 
RE7Z 
the marginal functions f(.,d) and f(b,.) are absolutely continuous functions of a 
single variable on J and K respectively. 
The theorem below appears in [2]. The function v J x K - C is defined by v(s,t) = s+it. 
Theorem 1.2.16 The following statements are equivalent for T E BL(X) 
there exist commuting type(B) well-bounded operators C and D on X such that 
T=C+iD; 
there exist compact intervals J and K in R and an s-compact representation 0 of 
AC(J x K) on X such that Ov = 
there exist compact intervals J and K in R and a w-compact representation 9 of 
AC(J x K) on X such that Ov = T. 
Note that a representation 9 of a unital Banach algebra A on X is said to be s-compact 
(resp. w-compact) if, for each x E X, the mapping f '.- (Of)x of A into X is compact 
(resp. weakly compact). 
We shall prove an analogous theorem for polar operators. 
'i.e. have only boundary points in common 
11 
Chapter 2 
Polar,  and AC Operators 
2.1 The Relationship Between Polar and AC Operators 
We begin this chapter by examining the relationship between polar and AC operators. 
Given'a Banach space X and an AC operator T E 8L(X), one might ask whether T is 
also polar. On the other hand, if T is polar, is it then AC? We shall see that, in general, 
the answer to both of these questions is negative. We begin, however, with a positive 
result. - 
Theorem 2.1.1 T is AC of type (B) if and only if e T  is polar. 
PROOF. Suppose T = C + iD is AC of type (B). Then eT =eC ezD. If C has spectral 






= I ,udG(,a), 
J[ea,e9 
where G(.) is the spectral family given by 
I ' 
G(j) = . F(logji), 
1 0' 
when /1 > e , 
when ea < 
when ji < ea. 
Hence e' is a type (B) well-bounded operator. Since D commutes with C, D also com-
mutes with eC  and it follows that e   is polar. 
Conversely, suppose that e' is polar, with canonical decomposition e   = R&A. As e" is 
invertible and R commutes with A, it follows that R is invertible. Thus o(R) must be 
strictly positive. Let R have spectral family E(.), concentrated on [ri ,r2 ], where r1 > 0. 
If we define Co by the equation, 
C0 = I 	log AdE(.\), 
J[ri ,r2] 
12 
then Co is well-bounded of type (B) since log is an increasing function. Since {e T}# = 
{R}' fl {A}' (by Theorem 1.2.12), it is clear that 7' commutes with A, and thus e 
T  e-iA = 
= R = eC0. It follows that 
k 
T - iA = Co+ E 27rinPj 
j=1 
for some n1,n2,... , nk E Z and some P1, P2,.. •, Pk E Proj(X) (the set of projections on 
X) with the properties 
Pj = I and PjP1 = 0 
for j 34 1. See [18], Section 10.5, p 326 . 
To show that T is AC of type (B) we prove the following: 
Co and A + 	2irn3 P commute, and 
A + 	2irn 3 Pj is a well-bounded operator of type (B). 
We know that T and A commute with E(A) for all ,\ E R. The operator Co has Spectral 
family H(.) given by, 
I I, 	when A>_logr2 , 
H(A).= 	E(expA), when \ E [log ri , log r2 ], 
( 0, 
	when < log r1 , 
and as T and A clearly commute with H(A) for all ) E R, it follows that 7' and A commute 
with Co . Furthermore, P3 E {T - Co - iA}" for j = 1,. .. , k, and as Co E {T - Co - iA}', 
we see that 13 commutes with CO , j = 1,. .. , k. Thus (i) is established. 
To prove (ii), notice that A + 	27rn3 P may be written as the direct sum 
[(A + 27rniI)IP1X] 	[(A + 27rnkI)IPkX] 
For each j, A + 2irn3 .is a type (B) well-bounded operator and ((A + 27rn)PjX) c 13X 
since A commutes with P3 . Statement (ii) now follows. 	 0 
We shall now give examples to show that an operator which is polar is not, in general, AC 
and vice-versa. We shall use the following definitions and results from [10]. 
Let a e 1 2  and for ii E N let P, : 1 2 	1 2  be defined by 
P,., a = (a,y)x, 
13 
where 
X2n_1 = 	e2_1 + E ai_n+1e2i, 
X2n = 	E2n, 
Y2n-1 = 	e2_1, 
Y2n = 	( — a_+1)e21_1 + e2 
for n E N 
n log n 
and e n  is the element of 12  with 1 in its nth position and 0 elsewhere. Then each P is 
a projection, PnPm = 0, ii j4 ni, and I = P, the series converging in the strong 
operator topology of L&C(1 2 ). 
Proposition 2.1.2 ([10], 18.5) 
Let {.} be a monotonic bounded sequence in R and, for each n E N, let P be as above. 
Then the series >=i converges strongly in t312(1 2 ) and its sum is a well-bounded 
operator. 
Note that in the proof of 18.4 in [10] it is shown that 
II'2aII - oo as n - 00. 	 (2.1) 
We shall use this result in our example below. 





i ( 4n 2 - 1/2 
	
[1 2n-1 =  /-2n = COS 	4n2 + 2n 
for all n E N. Notice that {)} is a strictly decreasing sequence, bounded above by 2 and 
below by 1, and {i,} is a strictly decreasing sequence, bounded above by 7r/3 and below 
by 0. In addition, define 
C=)tnPn 	and 
By Proposition 2.1.2 above, each series converges strongly in &(12)  and C and D are 
well-bounded operators. Also, since C and D commute, it follows that the operator T 
defined by the equation T = Ce 1 is polar. 
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Now suppose that C cos D is well-bounded with spectral family E(.). Then cos D - Cos [i n  
on PX, 
(C cos D )P = 	 m Pm ) cos( 	,Pm )} Pn 
M=1 	 m=1 
= 
and 
( 2 - 1/2 
J when n is even, A, COS Yn= ' n
2 +2n+1/2 
when n is odd. 
2 + 2n 
Thus An COS lin < 1 when n is even and ) cosIin > 1 when n is odd. 
Now fix x E 12. If n is even then 
_ 
(C Cos D)Px= (n2 






:(CcosD)x= 	2 )x}. 
Conversely, suppose that 




as Pm commutes with C cos D for all m E N and hence 
(n
22 \ /m2_i/2
2 	Pm X, 	when in is even,  _i/2j\ m / 
Pm X = 
(n
2 
2 \( in2 +2m +i/2\ 
 I Pm X, when m is odd. 
 - 1/2) in2 + 2m ) 
It follows that Pm X = 0 if m 4 n and hence x E P,X. From these two inclusions we see 
that
1/2 
PX = {x E 1 2  : (C Cos D)x = 
fl__
2 x} (2.2) 
when n is even. Now observe that E(1) is a bounded projection which maps 12  onto the 
space 
V = clin{x E 12  : C Cos Dx = 
c<1 
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where din .4 denotes the closed linear span of A, i.e. the intersection of all the closed 
linear subspaces of X containing A. To see this notice that 
E(1)12 = clin{(E(a) - E( c T))1 2 } 
ci 
and by Proposition 1.2.4, 
{E(c) - E(c)}1 2 = {x E 1 2  : C cos Dx = ax}. 
FIT 	
n2 - 1/2 <1 
for all n, it follows that E(I)P = P whenever n is even. 
When n is odd, an argument similar to that above shows that 
2 + 2n + 1/2 
x}. 	 (2.3) PX_—{xE12:CcosDx= 	
n2+2n 
As 2 + 2n  + 1/2 > 
2 + 2n 
for all n, it follows that E(I)P = 0 for n odd. 
Combining even and odd cases, we see that 
E(1)= E E(1)P,, = 
the series converging in the strong operator topology of &(12).  Since E(1) is bounded, 
the partial sums of the series > P2n must be bounded in norm, giving a contradiction 
to (2.1). Hence C cos D is not well-bounded. 
Now suppose that T = C cos D + iC sin D = A + iB, where A and B are commuting 
well-bounded operators. Since C and D commute with A + iB, they commute with A 
and B separately —see [2], Lemma 4. Let A be a maximal abelian subalgebra of &(X) 
containing A, B, C, and D and let 1 E >1A' the maximal ideal space of A. Then 
(C cos D+iC  sin D) = çb(A+iB) 
and hence 
5(C cos D)+ iø(CsinD) = cb(A)+ ig(B). 
As A,B,C and D all have real spectra, equating real and imaginary parts gives 
q5(C cos D) = b(A) and (C sin D) = q5(B). 
Consequently, 
A=CcosD+Ql and B=C sin D+Q2 
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where Qi  and  Q2  are quasinilpotent. 
From (2.2) and (2.3) above, and the fact that = i P, = I, we see that the eigenvalues 
of C cos D are 
- 1/2 
/ when n is odd 
and 
n 2 +2n+1/2 
when n is even 
n2 + 2n 
with corresponding eigenspaces P,1 X. By construction, each eigenspace P7,X is one-
dimensional. Thus, given ii E N, there exists an  E R such that AIP7,X = o. Also, 
for any x E P7,X. 
Q i x = Ax—CcosDx, 
(an —)7,  COS PDX . 
But o(Q 1 ) = 0, so we must have a n = A 7, Cos t 7,, i.e. A = C Cos D on P,,,X. As this 
argument holds for all n E N, it follows that 
EAPj=>2(C Cos  D)Pj 
for all n E N. Letting n - oo, we see that 
A = CcosD. 
This contradicts the fact that A is well-bounded. Hence T cannot be AC. 
An example of an AC operator which is not polar now follows. 
Example Let X = 12 and, for n E N, let P7, be as in the example above. Now define 





and 	 FL2 -1)-(42
P2n-1 = 112n = 2n 
for all n E N. Then {A 7,} is a strictly decreasing sequence, bounded below by 1, and {i7,} 
is a strictly increasing sequence, bounded above by 1. By Proposition 2.1.2, C and D are 
well-bounded operators. Furthermore, as C and D commute, T = C + ID is AC. 
Now suppose that T is polar with canonical form T = Re 4 . Since {T}' = {R}' fl {A}', R 
and A commute with C and D. It is also easy to verify that 
P7,X={xX:Cx=\ 7,x} 
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for each n E N. Now fix ii E N and suppose that x E PX. Since 
CRx = RCx = .ARx 
it follows that P 1 X is invariant under R and RPx = PRx. We can similarly show that 
PX is invariant under A. 
However, if x E Pm X with in 34 n, then 
RPx = 0 
and 
Pn RX=Pn RPm X=0 
as RPm X E Pm V. Hence R commutes with P for each n E N. We can similarly show 
that A commutes with P for each n E N. 
Recall from the above that each subspace PX is one-dimensional. Therefore, given ii E N, 
there exist rn and On such that 
-- 	 RIPX = rn and AIPThX = O. 
Furthermore, on PX, 
T = Re iA = rne i 9n 
and 
T=C+iD=A+iu. 
Hence rne e1 = An + 41 , and rn = (A, + /1 L  ) h / 2 for all n E N. Observe that 
(2_ 	 ii 
	
1 	)1/2 	for even, 
Jr 2(1) 
rn=l2n 
2 + 2n + 1/2)1/2 for n odd, 
n 2 +n 
so r,-, < '.,/_2 if n is even and rn > 	if n is odd. It is easy to.check that 
PX{xEX:Rxrx}. 
If E(.) is the spectral family of R then E(/) is a bounded projection on X and 
= E('){E(r) - 
— J {E(r) - E(r;)}X for n even, 
- 10 	 for nodd, 
i.e 
I P for n even, 
E(v)Pfl = t 0 	for nodd. 
L13 
This gives 
E ( v') = j E( 	
= 
where the series converges in the strong operator topology of BC(12 ). As E(s/) is bounded, 
the partial sums of the series P2 must be bounded in norm. Again we have a 
contradiction to (2.1) so R cannot he well-bounded. 
Under certain very special conditions an AC operator is also polar. To prove this we need 
the lemma below. 
Lemma 2.1.3 ([1], Lemma 4.1) 
Suppose S  and S2 are commuting well-bounded operators of type (B), Q is quasinilpotent, 
and Sl=S2+Q. Then Q=O. 
We now have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1.4 Suppose that D = f(C), where f satisfies the following conditions: 
f E BV(J), for some interval J such that J J o(C), 
fA)>O for A>O, 
f(A)<O for A<O, 
f(A)/A is increasing for A > 0, 
f(A)/A is decreasing for A < 0, 
and T = C+ iD is AC. Then T is polar. 
Note that if a(C) C [0,x) (resp. a(C) C. (—oo,0}), then conditions (iii) and (v) (resp. 
conditions (ii) and (iv)) are vacuous. 
PROOF. Suppose C has spectral family E(.) concentrated on [c 1 ,c2 ], where c1  0 _< c2 . 
We may write X as the direct sum decomposition 
X = E(0)X {E(0) - E(0 )}X e {I - E(0)}X. 
Let 
= E(0)X, C1 = Clxi , X 2 = { I - E(0)}X, C2 = Cx 2 , x 0 = { E(o) - E(o)IX. 
Note that on X0, C = 0, so T = iD = De'f which is clearly polar. 
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Now consider the space X2 . Let E2 (.) = E(.)1X2 and D2 = DIX2. Then 
(+D= I 	{A 2 +f(A) 2 }dE2(A). 
J [O .c] 
For A > 0. A2 + f(A)2 = ,\2(1 + (1(A)/A) 2 ) is increasing. By Lemma 1.2.5, C + D is 
well-bounded of type (B). 
As A 	v"  is increasing on [0,00), 
U2 = (C + D)"2 
 =
{A 2 + f(A) 2 } 112 dE2 (A) 
0 C] 
is also well-bounded of type (B). Notice also that U2 commutes with C2 and D2 . Now 
define W2 by the equation 
ED 
W2 
= J [0,c2] g(A)dE2(A) 
where 
g(A) = I - cos - 1  
-ir 
-A 
(A 2 + 1(A) 2 ) 1 !2 
when A 0, 
when A = 0. 
If A > 0, then (A
2  + f(A)2)1/2 
is an increasing function with values lying in the range 
[-1,0]. Also, since - cos - ' is increasing on [-1,0] (with minimum value -7r), g is increas-
ing on [0, c21.  By Lemma 1.2.5, W2 is a well-bounded operator of type (B). Observe that 
W2 commutes with C2, D2 and U2, (W 2 ) C -i],  and that C2 = -U2 cos W2 . As 
(72 = C + D, it follows that D = U sin W2 . 
Now let A be a maximal abelian subalgebra of 8,C(X2)  containing C2, D 2 , U2, and W2 , 
and let 0 E EA, the niaximal ideal space of A. Then 
= q6(U22  
so 
O(D2) = ±p(U2 sin W2 ). 
As 0(C2 ) 	0 and f(A) 2!0 for A > 0, it follows that o(D2 ) >_0.  In addition, since 
a(U2 ) ~: 0 and a(sin W2 ) C [-1,0], it follows that (U2 sin 9'2 ) < 0; hence 
= -ç(U2 sin W2). 
Thus D2 = -U2 sin W2 + Q2, where Q2  is quasinilpotent. Notice that 
-U2sinW2 
= J 	112 (A 2 +f(A) 2 ) 	(- sin g(A)) dE2 (A). [0,c2] 
Since - sing(A) is increasing on [0,c2], Lemma 1.2.5 implies that -U2sinW2 is well-
hounded of type (B). Furthermore, as 112 sin W2 commutes with D2, Lemma 2.1.3 implies 
that Q2 = 0. Hence 
TIX2 = -U2 cos W2 - iU2 sin W2 = _U2 &' 2 , 
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so TIX2 is polar. 
Now consider the space X 1 . Let D 1 = DIX1 and E1 (.) = E(.)IX1. The function A 2  + 
= A 2 (1 + (f(A)/A) 2 ) is decreasing for A < 0, so by Lemma 1.2.5, the operator 
c 2 	2 	/ (A2+f(A)2)dE1(A) J[ci 0] 
is well-bounded of type (B). Similarly 
=  / A2+f(A)2) 1/2 dE1(A) (' r 





I A 	when A 0, h(A) = 	(A 2 + f(A) 2 ) 1 / 2 
when A= 0. 
For A < 0, 
A 	 —1 
(A 2 + f(A)2)1/2 = (1 + ()2)1/2 
and therefore has values in the range [-1,0]. As 	is decreasing and positive for A < 0, 
it follows that (1 + ()2)1h/2 is decreasing for A < 0. Hence 
—1 
(1+ (LLl)2)1/2 
is decreasing for A < 0. As ,u decreases from 0 to —1, cos 	increases from 7r/2 to ir. 
Thus h(A) is an increasing function for A < 0 and W1 is well-bounded of type (B). 
It is easy to see that W' 1 commutes with C1, D1, and U1. Notice also that o(Wj) ç [7r/2,7r], 
- 	 and Ci = U1 cos W 1 . We therefore have 
U= C + D = U? cos2 W1 + D, 
and it follows that D? = U? sin 2 14'. Now a(D1 ) < 0 (since a(Ci ) < 0 and 1(A) < 0 for 
A < 0), a(U1 ) ~: 0 and o(sin 1-171 ) ~: 0. Using Gelfand theory as above we may deduce that 
= —U 1 sin W 1  +Qi, 
where Qj is quasinilpotent. The operator U1 sin W 1 may be expressed as the integral 
U1 sin W1 = / 	(A 2 +f(A) 2 ) 2 sin  h(A)dEi(A). J[ci 3 O] 
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Notice that (A 2 	f(A) 2 )'/2 is decreasing for A < 0 and sinh(A) decreases from 1 to 0 
as h(A) increases from ir/2 to ir. Lemma 1.2.5 now implies that U1 sin W1, and therefore 
—U 1 sin W 1 , are well-bounded of type (B). By Lemma 2.1.3 it follows that Qi = 0. Hence 
D 1 = — U1 sin W 1 and 
TIX1 = U1 cos W 1 - iU1 sin W1 = Uie _U'1 , 
which is polar. Finally, since 
T = (TIX1 ) @ ( TX 0 ) ( TX2 ) 
is a finite direct sum of polar operators, T is polar. 	 Ei 
If we let J = [0, 1] then an example of a function which satisfies the criteria given in the 
above theorem is f(A) = A 3 , A E R. 
2.2 Bounded Variation and Absolute Continuity on an An-
nulus 
In [2], Berkson and Gillespie characterise AC operators in terms of a functional calculus. 
In order to do this they introduce the ideas of bounded variation and absolute continuity 
for a function of two real variables. They show that for compact intervals J = [a, b] and 
K = [c, d] of the real line, the set BV(J x K) of functions of bounded variation on J x K 
forms a Banach algebra when equipped with the norm 
glicart = g(b,d) +varg(.,d)+varg(b,.)+;ag. 
Here 
n—i rn—i 
var g =sup{ 	E Ig(s i , tj) - g(s 1 ,t) _g(si,t+i)+g(s+i,tj+i)I}, 
JxK 
i=O j=O 
and the supremum is taken over all partitions 
a=s0 <s1 < ... <s=b, 	c=to<ti< ... <t m =d. 
What they do for functions over J x K is reworked here for functions defined on an 
annulus. Throughout this chapter we use the notation Anr4ri ,r2 ] to denote the closed 
annulus in the complex plane with centre 0, inner radius r1 , and outer radius r2 . The 
annulus Ann[r i ,r2 ] can be identified with the product space [r i ,r2 ] x [0,2ir). We shall 
denote by R the interval [ri, r2 ] and by I the interval [0, 27r]. 
2.2.1 Bounded Variation on an Annulus 
What does it mean to say that a function defined on an annulus is of bounded variation? 
The discussion below provides an answer to this question. 
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We construct an annular grid, cA,  on Ann[r i ,r2 } as follows. First take a partition 
of the interval I. For each partition point Oj,  join the points of the annulus r1&9' and 
r2e' with a straight line. Next take a partition 
rl=sO<sl< ... <s=r2 
of the interval R. For each partition point sk,  add to the grid the circle C(O,sk), i.e. the 
circle with centre 0 and radius 5k•  The grid QA  is now complete. 
Notice that the annular grid QA  constructed above corresponds exactly to the rectangular 
grid QR  constructed from the partitions 
TI=So<S1< ... <Sn =T2 
and 
where - for each partition point sk, the points (.sk,O)  and (8k,  2r) are joined with a straight 
line, and for each partition point 9, the points (r1 ,9) and (r2,9) are joined with a 
straight line. 
We must now consider the two cases r1 > 0 and r1 - 0 separately. If r 1 > 0, then given a 
function F : Ann[ri ,r2 ] C, there exists a corresponding function f : R x I - C such 
that 
f(r,O) = F(re ° ) 	 ( 2.4) 
and 
f(r,0) = f(r,2ir) 	 (2.5) 
for each r E R. If r1 = 0 then the corresponding function f must satisfy equations (2.4) 
and (2.5) and be constant along the line r = 0. 
Using the concept of bounded variation introduced by Berkson and Gillespie in [2], f is 
said to be of bounded variation on R x I if each of the numbers 
van, 	varf(.,2ir), 	varf(r2 ,.) 
Ax! R 
is finite. Given the correspondence between f and F, it seems natural to make the following 
definition of bounded variation for a function defined on an annulus. 
Suppose we have an annular grid on Ann[ri , r2] obtained from the partitions 
TISO<Sl< --- <Sn T2 
and 
090<Oi< ... <9m 27T 
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as above and a function F: 4nn[ri .,r2 ] - C. Let 
n-i Tn—I 
GA (F) = > 	
F(se 9 k) — F(sj+ie 9k) — F(sjei0k+1) + F(sj+lez9k+1)I 
j=O k=O 
and define the variation of F on Ann[r i , r2 ] by 
var F = sup{gA(F) : cA is an annular grid}. 
Ann[rj ,r2 ] 
Definition 2.2.1 The function F is said to be of bounded variation on Ann[r i ,r2 ] if each 
of the numbers 
var F, 	var F, 	var F 
	
Ann[r j ,r2] R 	 C(O,r2) 
is finite. 
We shall denote by BV(RxI) (resp. BV(Ann{ri, r 2 ])) the set of all functibns f: RxI —+ C 
(resp. F: Ann[ri ,r2 ] - C) of bounded variation. As in [2], it is easily checked that the 
set 
{f € BV(R x I): f(r,O) = f(r,2ir) for all r E R} 
together with the norm 
flipolar = If(r2, 27r)I +vrf( . ,21r)+vrf(r2,)+ varf Rxf 
is a Banach algebra. Furthermore, the set 
If E BV(R x I): f(r,O) = f(r,2ir) for all r E R. and f constant on r = O} 
together with the norm 
IfIIpolar = If(r2,27r)I+varf(.,27r)+vrf(r2,)+ varf RxI 
is also a Banach algebra. This is equivalent to the statement that the set of functions 
F E BV(Ann[r i ,r2 ]) together with the norm 
IIFIIAnn = IF(r2 )I +varF+ var F+ var F R 	C(O,r2) 	Ann[rj ,r2] 
is a Banach algebra. N.B. IIFIIA 	= IIfIlpoia.r by construction. 
Remark If  is a C2 -function on R x I then f E BV(R x I) and 
 f 	
2ir ;:) f 	 jr2j-27r 92f
Ifilpolar = f(r2,2+
j r2 
 —(r27r)Idr+J 	(r2, 9 )Id9 + 	
Ir,O)IdOdr•
j 0 o  
In fact if f is C 2 on the interior of its support, C' on (r 1 ,r2 ) and C' on [0,27r), then 
flip.,, takes the form above. We shall now compare annular, polar and cartesian norms. 
Given a function F : Ann[r,, r2] — C, extend F to be zero outside Ann[ri ,r2 ]. Now define 
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f : R x I - C by the equation f(r,9) = F(re ° ) and g : R2 	C by g(x,y) = F( rezO), 
where x = r cos O and  = r sin 9. We compare the norms IIFIIAnn (= Ilfllpoiar) and 
in the examples below. 
Example Suppose we have the sequence of functions {Ffl}flEN  where F : Ann[O,a] - C 
is defined by 
F( reiG) = T2n ; a2n  an 
and a > 0. If we define corresponding sequences {f }n€N  and {gfl}flEN  as described above 
then 
{i{k2+y2)na2n} 
for0x2+y2a2, gn (x.y) 	a2 =  
0 	 otherwise, 
and 
I J_(r2n_a2n) if0r<a, f(r,0) = 	a2l 
0 	 otherwise, 
and we show that liEfl IIAnn(= lfJli) stays bounded while Ilgnllcart ' 00. 
These functions are supported on Ann[0, a] and are zero on the boundary of Ann[O, a]. 
To compare the annular and cartesian norms of F and gn,  we calculate 1197111 on [—a, a] x 
[—a,a] and IIFII on Ann[0,a]. (N.B. Calculating JgnII (IIFII) on any larger rectangle 
(annulus) does not change its value.) Now 
' n g 
Ilgnllcart = 
jaja 	2




= 	 2_x2 	
- 1)(x 2  + y 2 Y 2 dydx 
= _a a2n 
= 4 1 —{2nxa 2' 2 - 2nx21 }dx 
J a2 
= 	[nx2a2n_2 - 
= 4(n-1). 
Hence IIgIIt 	oo as n - 
On the other hand, 











so IIFnIIAnn remains bounded as n - 00. Hence there does not exist a constant C satisfying 
the inequality 
IIgIIt 	CIIFnhlAtm 
for all n E N. 
Example In this example we begin with the sequence of functions {Fn} flEN where F 
Ann[O,a] - C is defined by the equation 
F(r&° ) = 	+ 1) 2 (ln(rn + 1)— 	- (an + 1)2 (ln(an + 1)— 
2n2 
If we define 
r, 0) 	
{ 	
{( ru + 1) 2 1nrn + 1) - 	- (an + 1) 2 (ln(an + 1) - 	if 0 
< r a, 
o otherwise 
and 
gn (x,y) = f(x2 + y2 ) 
then we show that JjFnjjA. - oc whilst jj gn jj,,t stays bounded. 
To compare their polar and cartesian norms we calculate IIFnhIA on Ann[0,a], and 
lignilcart on [—a.a} x [—a.a]. Observe that 
	
IFn hI A 	= 	IIfnII 
= f(a)I + 
ja 	







;rn + 1 
 




(rn + 1) 2  3 	 e-1 	(rn + 1)2 	 3 )] a 
= 2n2 	2
- ln(rn + 1))]o + 2n2 	
(ln(rn + 
1)— 2 - 
1 	 ___ ln(an + 1) —(an + 1)2. = 	(e2 _3/2)+(a1)2 	
- 3 
2 	n 	 4n2 
Hence IIFnhIA - oc as n 	oc. 
On the other hand, 
Ignllcart = I g (a,a)i+ var gn (a,)+ var gn (.,a)+ 	var 	gn [—a,a] 	[—a,a] 	[—a,a]X[—a,a] 
= 	var 	g 
[—a,a]x [—a,a] 







+ y2)_fn( x 2 + y2)//x 2 +y2 )dxdy 
=  0 J f I cos 0 sin 9Id9lf,i41 (r)—f(r)/rIrdr 0 
= 21a2 /2 +.2a/n - (a/n + 1/n2 )ln(an + 1)} 
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so Ilgnilcart < a2 + 4a, for all n E N. Thus IgnIIcar stays bounded whilst I IFn l l A.  
as n - 'xj, so there does not exist a constant C such that the inequality 
IIFnhIA 	:~ CIIgIIct 
holds for all n E N. 
2.2.2 Absolute Continuity on an Annulus 
Absolute continuity for a function of two variables was defined earlier in Definition 1.2.15 
We may now identify the subrectangle S = [ai ,a2 ] x [91 ,02 ] of R x I with the closed 
segment S of Ann[ri ,r2 ] with boundaries {a i e 1° : 9 0 <— 02}, {a2e28 : 9 < 91, 
{ 
ae 8 : a1 < a < a 2 } and {aez82 : a1 < a < a 2 }. Given such an S and a function 
F Ann[r1 ,r2 ] - C, define 
= F(aiezOl ) - F(aiezO2 ) - F(a2 e ° ' ) + F(a2eZG2). 
Now let rn(S) = m(S) = (a2 - a1 )(92 - 0) and define absolute continuity for a function 
on an annulus as follows. 
Definition 2.2.2 A function F is absolutely continuous on Ann[r i ,r2 ] if the conditions 
below are satisfied. 
Given E > 0, there exists ö > 0 such that 	ES k(F)I < e whenever S is a finite 
collection of pairwise non-overlapping segments of Ann[rl,r2] with S ,=- ,5 m(g) < 6 . 
the marginal functions FC(O, r2 ) and FI[ri,r2]  are absolutely continuous functions 
of a single variable. 
Remarks Notice that for a fixed annulus Ann[ri ,r2 ] with r1 > 0 we have the inequality 
rim(S) < area(S) < r2rn(5), 
so in this case we could replace in by area measure for an equivalent definition. 
Now let AC(R x I) (resp. AC(Ann[r i ,r2 ])) denote the set of all absolutely continuous 
functions on R x I (resp. Ann[r i ,r2]). We will show that AC(Ann[ri,r2]) is the closure 
in BV(Ann[r 1 ,r2 ]) of the functions of the form 
1 f n=Orn=—M nmT n e 	 r1 >0, q(rez8) 
=+ 	 ünm TimG if r = 0 
but first of all we must show that AC(Ann[ri,r2]) C BV(Ann[ri,r2]). 
Lemma 2.2.3 If  E AC(Ann[r i ,r2 ]) then 
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for each a E Rand b  El, the marginal functions FI{reib : r E R} and FIC(O,a)  are 
absolutely continuous; 
F is continuous; 
F E BV(Ann[r i , r2]). 
PROOF. 	Suppose that F E AC(Ann{r i ,r2 ]), b E [0,27r) and {(s 3 ,t3 ) j = 1,...n} is 
a finite set of disjoint intervals contained in [rl,r2]. Then, for each E l > 0, there exists 
6 1 > 0 such that 
IF(se) - F(s) - F(t&b) + F(t)I <El 
whenever 
- t(2 - b) < 6 	 (2.6) 
and for each E2 > 0 there exists 62 > 0 such that 
whenever 
Is 	tj I <6. 	 (2.7) 
Now given E > 0, let ri = E2 = E12. Then 
F(sjeth) - F(te ib )I 	IF(se) - F(s) - F(t&b) + F(t)I 
F(s) - F(t)I 
< E1+E 
= E 
whenever (2.6) and (2.7) hold. If we let 6 = min{ - , 62}, we have 
IF(sjeth) - F(tjeib )I <E 
whenever 
S - 	< 6. 
j=l  
Thus FI{reib : r E R} is an absolutely continuous function. 
Now suppose that a e R and {(Ok,1k)  k = 1,... ,m.} is a finite set of disjoint intervals 
contained in [0,27r]. Then, for all E1 > 0, there exists 6 1 > 0 such that 
F(aci0k - F(r2ezGk) - F(ae) + F(r2e)I <El 
whenever 
- aI0k - kI < 6, 	 (2.8) 
and for each E2 > 0 there exists 62 > 0 such that 
- F(r2e)I < 
whenever 
	
1: 1 0k - 	<62. 	 (2.9) 
Now given > 0, let 1-1 = = /2. Then 
IF(a&°) - F(ae )I :5 	IF(aezOk) - F(r2eZOk) - F(ae) + F(r2e )I 
+IF(r2e°') - F(r2e) 
< E+E 
- c 
whenever (2.8) and (2.9) hold. If we let 6 = min{-- 6 21,  then r2—a'  
IF(aei61;) - 	<e 
whenever 
Thus I IC(0, a) is an absolutely continuous function of a single variable and (i) is estab-
lished. 
Now fix aeth E C. By (i) and the absolute continuity of F we know that for each E > 0, 
there exist 6, 62, and 63 > 0 such that 
F(ae6) - F(xe)J < F(a&b) - F(ae) - F(xeib) + F(xe)l 
+IF(ae) - F(xe)I + F(x&b ) - F(xe 2 
< 3e 
whenever each of the inequalities 
x - ajJy - bI < 61, 
< 62, 
< 53 
hold. Now let S = miii{6 i ,62 ,63 , 1}. If both of the inequalities 
ix - at <6 
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and 
y - bI < 6 
hold. then 
IF(aeth) - F(xe 1 ')I < 3e. 
Hence F is continuous at ae ib 
We must finally show that.F E BV(Ann[r i ,r2 }). By [9], p160, the marginal functions 
FIC( 0, r2) and FIR are of bounded variation. We now adapt de Barra's proof to the 
two-dimensional setting. As FE AC(Ann[r i ,r2 ]), we know that given e > 0, there exists 
6 > 0 such that 
F(s&0k) - F(siek) - F(t jei°k) + F(tje)I < 
j=1 k=1 
whenever the segments Sik  of Ann[ri, r2] with boundaries 
{se9<v<} 
{tje w :Gk<v<k} 
{ ue Gk : Sj < u < t} 
{ue 	: s3 < u < t} 
are non-overlapping and 
n m 
1 si — tiII 9k — cbkI <6. 	 (2.10) 
j=1 k=1 
Let r1 = u0 < u1 < ... < Un = r2 and 0 = V0 < V1 < ... < vm = 2ir be partitions of R 
and I respectively and let E = 1. There exists 6 0 such that 
N-i M-i 




u 	- ui) ( 	I V+1 - i) <6g . 
Now take 
Uj = ri + j(r
2 — Ti) 	= 0,1,...,N, 
and 
k=0,1,...,M, 
where N is such that 
V2 - V1 
< N 
< V2 - Ti 
+1, 
- v 




<  760 60 	—+1, 
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so that the Uj's and the Vs are a distance less than 	apart. Next add the points Ui 
to the partition of [r1 , r2]  and add the points V1 to the partition of [0, 27r]. Let {x 3 : j = 
0.... .N'} be the complete set of partition points of Rand {yk  k =0......'Vf'} be the 
complete set of partition points of 1. Then, considering our original partitions of [ri ,r2 ] 
and [0.27r]. we have 
n-i rn-I 
IF( Uf' ) - F(u1e 1"' ) - F(u+ieZUk ) ± F(uj+ie2t1 
j=0 k=0 
N'-1 M I -1 
F(x3 e") - F(xe"+' ) - F(x+ie") + F(xj+le'yl+') I.  
j=0 k=0 
Now collect the subintervals into groups beginning with the added partition points. This 
sum, with the xj's and A's renumbered, is 
N-i Nj-i M-I 'fh - i 
ii: 	: >ii: F(xj,jeJkh1) - 	 - F(x,jek+1h) + F(xj+i , ie 1h ) 





> Ixj,i - xj+i,iI = IIJi+i - Ud < 
j =0 
and 
Mh - I 




IF( a 	k) - F(uet+') - F(u1e) + F(uj+iezvk+1)I 
j=0 k=0 
.Viti 
( 	r2 —r 1 ) / 	2ir 
1+= 
Since this bound is independent of the original partitions, Fe BV(Ann[ri,r2J). 	0 
The following theorem comes from [2]. Here J = [a, b] and K = [c, d] are compact intervals 
of the real line. 
Theorem 2.2.4 ([2], Theorem 4) 
Let f J x It - C. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) f E AC(J x K); 
31 





f belongs to the closure in BV(J x K) of the polynomials in two variables. 
We can now prove an analogous result for a function F defined on an annulus. 
Theorem 2.2.5 Let F: Ann[rj,r2] - C. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
F E AC(Ann[r i ,r2 }); 





F(rezG g(r) + k(ezO)  +J K(ue"')dvdu 0 
and 
r2 ,r 
J K( reu))dv= O for all r ER ; 0 
F belongs to the closure in BV(Ann[r i ,r2 ]) of the functions of the form 
N M 
n0 m=-M 
where each a,, E C. 
PROOF. 	(i) 	(ii) Suppose that F E AC(Ann[r i ,r2 ]). Then there exists a function 
f E AC(R x I) such that 
f(r,9) = F(retG) 
and 
f(r,O) = f(r,2ir) 
for r E R and 9 E I. By Theorem 2.2.4 there are functions g E AC(R), h E AC(I) and 
G E L'(R x I) such that 
rr (0 
f(r,9)=g(r)+h(9)+J J G(u,v)dvdu, Ti 0 
and, since f(r i3 O) = f(ri ,2ir), it follows that h(0) = h(27r). Note that if r1 = 0 then his 
a constant function. Furthermore, as f(r,O) = f(r,2ir) for all r E R, we have 
pr p2ir 
J J G(u,v)dvdu=0 	 (2.11) r1 0 
for all r E R. Differentiating both sides of equation (2.11) with respect to r shows that 
r2ir 
J G(r,v)dv = 0 (2.12) 0 
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for all r E R. 
Now define k(&") = h(t) for I E land define K(u&") = G(u,v) for u E R and v E (0, 27r). 
Then k E AC(T), K E L'(Ann[r i .r2 ]) and 
I r  
F(r&)=g(r)+k(eit )+
J 
 K( uew)d v du . 
I 0 
Notice also that 
21r 
I K( reiv)d v= O 0 
for all r E R. 
(ii) 	(iii) Suppose there exist functions g, k and K as above. As g E AC(R), g belongs 
to the closure in BV(R) of the polynomials and as k E AC(T), k belongs to the closure 
in BV(T) of the trigonometric polynomials. In addition, K belongs to the closure in 
L' (An n[r i , r2 ]) of functions of the form 
N M 
Cnm 7" f "8 . 	 (2.13) 
n0 m=—M 
Now suppose that {Kj}JEN  is a sequence of functions of the form in (2.13) such that 
Kj - K in L 1 (Ann{r i , r2 ]). For r E R, 9 E I and j E N, define 
fT fO 
L(r&°) 




= JJ K(ueiv)dv du.  
	
'1 	0 
We shall show that L 3 - L in BV(Ann[r i ,r2J). Recall that 
IIL - LIIAnn = L(r2) - L(r2)1 + var(L 3 - L) + var (L 3 - L) + var (L 3 - L). 
- 	 R 	 C(O,r2) 	Ann[rj,r2} 
First notice that 
12r
IL(r2) - L(r2)I 
= J 	(K( K(ue'))dvdu T  
!T2 	2 7r 
JJ It(uew)K(uei)Idudv Ti 	0 
—o 
as j - oo. 
Secondly, 
jr2 





3 	I (r) - -(r) di' 




 j r2 
	
Kj ( reit)dv _j K(re)dvdr 
jrr2 1 21r  
~ 	 Kj (re)_K(reitl)ldvdr 
— 0 
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as j - 00. 
Furthermore, 
DLio var (L1 - L) = 1
2,-. 
 -




= f 2 i j K3(ue0)du - jr2 K(ue°)dudO 
f0
2-jr2 
 IKi(uebo) - Ic(ue'°)Idude 
1 
—o 
as j - oc, and finally 
2 2t D2L 	j 	02  var (L - L) = jr J 0ô9 (Te - ___ Ann[ri ,r2J 
—o 
as j 	oo. Hence IlL3 - 	- 0 as j - 00. 
Now L(r&°) is of the form 
r 	M / 1
9N 
Cnmfln f zrnv dvdu 
Jrj 	n=Om=-M 
for some N and M E N. Notice that 
N Mf rj ig
Cnm U n e 1m0 dv du 
 nOm=-M 
NM 	r 9 
L J cnmu?2ezmtdvdu n0 m-M 





c r ,o(' - 
n+1 n=0 




for each r E R, K may be approximated in the L 1 -norm by functions of the form (2.13) 
with the property that 
 N 	tt'f 	 N 2irco(r 	- rfl+l) 
= 0 n zmu  
ir j27r 	
CU 
€n+1 	n=0 m=-M 	 iiO 
for each r E R. Thus L(relO) may be approximated in BV(Ann[r i ,r2 ]) by functions of 
the form 
- rni+l)(eim9 - 1) 
n=Om=-M 	 im(n+1) 
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i.e. functions of the form 
N+1 Af 
imo C7fl 	f 
n=O m=-M 
Combining these results we see that F belongs to the closure in BV(Ann[r i ,r2 ]) of the 
functions of the form 
N M > 	cnm re' 9 . 	 (2.14) 
n=O m=-M 
(iii) 	(i) As functions of the form in (2.14) above are absolutely continuous on Ann[ri,r2] 
and AC(Ann[r i ,r2 ]) is closed in BV(Ann{r i ,r2 }), it follows that FE AC(Ann[r 1 ,r2 ]). 
To see that AC(Ann[ri, r2])  is closed in BV(Ann[ri,r2]), consider a sequence of functions 
{Fn} fl EN in AC(Ann[r 1 ,r2 ]) such that IIF - FIIA - 0 as n - 00. Then, given £ > 0 
and n E N, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
< 
SES 
whenever S is a finite collection of pairwise non-overlapping segments of Ann[ri , r2 ] with 
>SES rn(S) < 6. In addition, there exists a constant A> 0 such that 
IF - FIJA 	= IF(r2) - F(r2)1 + var(F - F) + var (F - F) + •var (F - F) C(O,r2) 	 Ann[ri ,r2] 
- 
2 
whenever n > A. Thus, is S is a finite collection of piecewise non-overlapping segments 
of Ann[r i ,r2 ] and S E S has boundaries {a l e : 01 < 9 < 91, {a 2 e ° 91 :~ 9 _< 9}, 
{ae z91  : a1 <a <a2 } and {ae282 a1 <a < a2 }, then 
	
I(F - F)l = 	(F, - F)(aie ° ') - (F - F)(aie O2) 
SES 	 SES 
—(F - F)(a2 e 9 ) + (F, - F)(a2eiO2)I 
< 5U{g(F - F) : cA is an annular grid on Ann[ri ,r2 ]} 
= 	var (F—F) 
Ann[r i ,r2] 
5 <- 
 whenever n > K. If, in addition 	ES M(g) <  6, then 
k(F)I 	(F - F)I + 





To conclude that F G AC(Ann[r i , r2 ]) we must also show that the marginal functions 
FI[ri,r2] and  FIC(O,r2) are absolutely continuous functions of a single variable. Since 
F,. [ri.  r2 ] is absolutely continuous, given any s > 0, there is a b > 0 such that for all m E N 
and all families (a 1 . b a ).... .(a, bm ) of disjoint intervals of [r1 , r2 ] with 	bj - a3 1 < 
the inequality 
M 
F(b3) - F(a2 )I < 
j=1 
holds. Thus, given E > 0, n > K and intervals (a1 ,b 1 ),.. . ,(a,b) as described above, 
M 	 m 
i F(b3 ) - F(a3 )I < 	F,(b3) - F(a3 )I 
j=1 	 j=1 




Similarly, given e > 0, there is a 5 > 0 such that for all m E N and all families 
(Ci,di), ... ,(Cm ,dm ) of disjoint open intervals of [0, 2r] with ET, Id3 - cj I < ö, the in-
equality 
- Fn(r2eicJ )I < 
holds. Thus, given > 0, ii > K and intervals (c i , di ),. . . ,( C m ,dm ) as above, we have 
M 	 m 
E IF(r2 enui ) - F(r2e 3 	E IFn(r2e id, ) - 
.i=1 	 3=1 
F(r2e') Fn(r2e) - F(r2ewJ) + Fn(r2ewj)I 
< 	var (F — F) 
2 	C(O,r2) 
< E. 
Thus FI[ri,r2] and  FIC(0,r2) are absolutely continuous and the proof is complete. 	0 
The final theorem in this chapter gives a characterisation of polar. operators in terms of 
representations of functions defined on annuli. Let v Ann[r i , r2 ] -f C be defined by 
'( re G) = rezO. 
Theorem 2.2.6 The following are equivalent for T E 8L(X): 
T is polar; 
there exist an annulus Ann[ri ,r2 ] and an s-compact representation 4 of AC(Ann[ri,r2]) 
on X such that 4v = T; 
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(iii) there exist an annulus Ann[r j , r2 ] and a w-compact representation of AC(Ann[ri ,r2]) 
on X such that v = T. 
	
PROOF. (i) 	(ii) Let T = UeiA  be a polar operator written in canonical form, let U 
have spectral family E(.), concentrated on R = [r1 , r2 ], and let A have spectral family 








4q = 	 QnmUnezm4. 
- 	 nOm—M 
If r 1 = r2 then we shall write 
Al 
= q(r1 e 9 ) = > 




Now for x E X and x E X, 
(Um e imA x , x *) = r (e mA x , x) - f 2 . nrn_ 1 ( ezmAE( r)x , x *) dr 
2 7r 






ime 9(F(9)E( r) x,x *)d9}d r  
= r(x,x) - r 10 ime im 9 (F(9)x,x *)d9 -  J nr 1 (E(r)x, x) dr rj 
+ jr2 nr1 q2
,
irneime (F(9)E(r)x, x*)  dO} dr. 
Hence for each function q as above, 








 1 2,r  92q 
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Now let 
{E(r)x : r E R} U {F(0)x :9 E R} U IF(0)E(r)x: r,0 E R}. 
If I (y, x*)l < 1 for y 	Yx then 
((q)x,x)I 	lIqIIAflfl 
Hence, if IIIIA < 1, it follows that (4q)x € 	Dowson [10], p347, shows {E(r)x 
r E R} and {F(9)x : 9 E R} are totally bounded, i.e. given E > 0 and x E X, there exist 
finite sets {E(r i )x,. .. ,E(rjx} and {F(9 1 )x,. . . ,F(9m )X} such that 
{E(r)x : r E R} C U.. 1 B(E(r)x,E), 
and 
{F(9)x :9 E R} C ut. l B(F(9k)x,), 
where B(a, r) denotes the open ball with centre a and radius r. Thus for each x E X and 
r E R, there exists a set 
Ex = {E(ri ),.. .,E(r)} 
depending on x such that 
IIE(r)x - E(rj)xII < 
for some E(r3 ) E E. Also, for each x E X, 9 E It and E(r3 ) E Ex there exists a set 
such that 
IF(9)E(rj)x - F(9k )E(r)xII < 
for some F(9k3 ) E F,r,. Now 
IIF(9)E(r)x- F(9k3)E(r3)xIl 
i IIF(9)E(r)x - F(9)E(r)xII + jF(9)E(r)x - F(9k3)E(r)xI 
< (M + 1)E, 
where M = sup{F(9) : 9 E R}. Hence {F(9)E(r)x : r,9 E R}, and therefore Y, are 
totally bounded. By [10], Lemma 17.13, 	Yr ) is compact. It follows that the mapping 
q '-+ (q)x 
is compact, i.e. 4i is a strongly compact representation of functions of the form 
n0 m=—M 
By Theorem 2.2.5, functions of this form are dense in AC(Ann[r i ,r2 ]). Extension by 
continuity implies that c1 is a strongly compact representation of AC(Ann[ri, T2]). 
(ii) = (iii) is obvious. 
gII 
(iii) = (i) Let v 1 (r.0) = r. c2 (r, 9) = e 0 . Identifying AC(R) and AC(T) with the closed 
unital subalgebras of A((Ann.[ri, r2]) generated by u1 and V2, respectively, gives w-
compact representations of these two algebras. Thus U = v1 is well-bounded of type 
(B), and V = 4v2 is trigonometrically well-bounded. Also, since 
UV = ( tvj)('v2) = '(v1v2) = (v2)(4vI) = VU, 




The Hubert Transform On A 
Weighted LP-Space 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter is based upon the work of Hunt, Muckenhoupt and Wheeden in [19]. The fol-
lowing notation is used. For 27r-periodic functions fin some suitable class, e.g. P([_ir, ir]), 
we denote by f the conjugate function of f, i.e. 
f( 0 ) 	lim 	 f(9—) cot dcb. 
E-*O+ ir i f 
The operator T is defined by 
Tf(9)= sup f(O—g5)cotd, P I  ir 
Da is the subset of [-7r, ir] where If()I > a, Ea is the subset of [—ir, ir] where Tf(9) > a, 
and given an interval I, the length of I is denoted Ill. When  p  =1, 
(1, [g(0)1 -11(P-1) do) 
is taken to mean ess supoE, ithm and O.oc is taken to be 0. 
The theorem below is Theorem 1 in [19]. The property described in statement (i) is known 
as the A condition. 
Theorem 3.1.1 If W(0) is non-negative and has period 2ir and 1 < p < oc, then the 
following statements are equivalent: if p = 1 statements (i), (iv) and (v) are equivalent. 
(i) There is a constant C, independent of I, such that for every interval I, 





There is a constant C. independent off, such that for every  of period 2w, 
Ii(9)I1,V(9)d9 	f(9)W(9)d9. 
There is a constant C. independent off, such that for every f of period 2w, 
f'rT [Tf (0))P 14'(0) dO < C 	If( 0 )IW( 0 ) dO. 
There is a constant C, independent of f and a, such that for every f of period 27 
and every a > 0, 
f W(0)dO<CaPJ Da 
There is a constant C, independent off and a, such that for every! of period 2w 
and every a > 0, 
J W(0)dO < ca"J-Ea ,rr  
In their paper, Hunt, Muckenhoupt and Wheeden give versions of this theorem for L' 
spaces over the reals, the circle and the integers; however, each theorem is proved individ-
ually. We shall restrict our attention to the implication 'W E A implies that the Hubert 
transform is bounded on L I ' and investigate the inter-relationships of the theorems on 
R, T and Z. We shall begin our work by defining the A condition. 
3.2 The A Condition For A Weight Function 
Let J be a bounded interval of the real line and let p be a value in the range 1 <p < 00. 
We shall consider all functions as being defined almost everywhere. 
Definition 3.2.1 A function W R - R is said to satisfy the A condition on J with 
constant C if W(x) is non-negative, 0 < 14 7 (x) < 00 on a set of positive measure, C < oo, 
and for every interval I ç J, 
( J W(x) dx) (1 W(x)1'' dx) 	< CIII. 	 (3.1) 
Definition 3.2.2 A function W : R - H. is said to satisfy the A condition on H. with 
constant C if W satisfies A on J with constant C (independent of J) for all intervals 
J of R. Moreover, the A, constant of H. is the smallest constant C for which inequality 
(3.1) holds. 
Note that if W satisfies the A condition on H. for some p in the range 1 < p < cc, it 
follows that 0 < W(x) < cc almost everywhere and W(x) and W(x)I' are locally 
integrable. 
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Definition 3.2.3 A function W : T 	R is said to satisfy the A condition on T with 
constant C if W(z) is non-negative, 0< W(z) < 00 on a set of positive measure, C < oo, 
and for every arc .4 in T 
(L VV (Z) dm (z) ) (IA W(z 11 dni(z)) 	< CIA 
where in is arclength measure and JAI denotes the arclength of A. Moreover, the A 
constant of W is the smallest constant C for which inequality (3.2) holds. 
Definition 3.2.4 The sequence w = {Wk} is said to satisfy the A condition on Z with 
constant C if each Wk is non-negative, wk 34 0 for all k E Z, C < 00 and for every 
m. n E Z with m < n, 
( 	W k ) ( 	C(n - m + i)P. 	 (3.3) 
k=m 	k=m 	 - 
Moreover, the A, constant of ui is the smallest constant for which inequality (3.3) holds. 
3.3 Some Properties Of A Weights 
In this section we present some well-known results about A weights. We shall use some 
of these to illustrate the relationships between the theorems on It, T and Z, but the first 
two are used in the proof of Lemma 5.4.6. The notation W E A will be used to indicate 
that a weight W satisfies the A condition. 
Lemma 3.3.1 Fix p in the range 1 <p < oo and suppose that W E A on R. Then, for 
any r > p, W E Ar. Furthermore, if C is the A constant of W and K is the A, constant 
of VV, then K<C. 
PROOF. Let I be a bounded interval in It and let r > p be fixed. If W E A on R with 
constant C then 










x ( i 
I I 
by Holder's inequality, 
= 11r_(f W(x)dx) (I W(x) 1 dx) 1 
I 	 I 
< 
Hence W E A,. and K < C. 
	 I 
Lemma 3.3.2 Fix p in the range 1 < p < oc. If W satisfies A on R then W 11 ' 
satisfies A pt on R. Furthermore, if C is the A constant of W and K is the A pt constant 
of W1/(P1)  then K = C. 
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- dx) (J W(x) dx) 
= [(jw(x)dx)(fw(x)_h/(P_1)dx)
p—i 1/(p-1) 
< C1i1 - 	since W E A 1,, 
= Chip'. 
Thus W_h/(P)  satisfies A 1, on R and K < C. In fact K = C since we cannot replace C 
by any smaller constant in the inequality above. 
There now follows a proposition which shows that a 27r-periodic function which satisfies 
A 1, on R corresponds exactly to a function which satisfies A 1, on T. 
Proposition 3.3.3 Fix p in the range 1 < p < oc and suppose that W : R -p R is 
2r-periodic. Define V : T R by the equation V'(e't) = W(t) for t E R. Then W 
satisfies A 1, on R if and only if V satisfies A 1, on T. Furthermore, if C is the A 1, constant 
of W and K is the A 1, constant of V, then 
K < C < 2 1 3K. 
PROOF. 	Suppose W satisfies A 1, on 	with constant C. Let a and b E [0, 27r) and 
consider the arc A of T from e ia to e  ib  in the anti-clockwise direction. There are two 
possible scenarios here, viz, a < b and b < a. In the first case, 





lb W(t)dt)( - j6W(t)-1/(P-1)dt)P_1 
b ab - a  
<C,, 
and in the second, 
IA V(z)dm(z)) 	J r(_1/(p1)  dm(z))'JAIJAI 




lb - a + 2irI 	 / ' lb - a + 2iri  
<C. 
Hence V satisfies A 1, on T and It < C. 
Conversely, suppose that V satisfies A 1, on T with constant K and consider an interval 
I = [a, b] in R. Then 
j
W(t)dt) 
(i J W(t) 11 dt) ' 
= 	
b 
/ V(e)dt) ((b - a) 
jb V(
e it)_ht(P_ 1 ) dt) 1 . 
( (b 	a) - Ja 
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If I II < 2ir then 
(i3i J IV(t)dt.) 	f W(t) - 11( P 	dt) 1 
= (i L V(z) dni(z)) (-[ f V(z)' dm(z)) 
where A is the arc from e ia  to f ib  in the anti-clockwise direction. Thus 
	
W(t)dt) 	f1 W(t)' 1 ' 	dt) P- I < K. 
If III > 27r then there exists j E N and c E [0,27r) such that I II = 27rj + c. In this case 
j1JW(t)dt)j-yf W(t)_h/_1)dt)' 
  a+2  )p(fa+21r 
V(e t dt + 
ja+C 





fT V(z)dm(z) + 	. 	
.\ I. I 
2j+c) ( 
+I V(z)'''dni(z)) 
p — i 
Ai 
where A 1 is the arc from €ia  to ei(0)  in the anti-clockwise direction. It follows that 
W(t)dt) (3 j 14'(t) 1 	dt) 
2P-1  
(2j + C)P { (IT V(z)dm(z)) (fT  V(z)' dm(z)) '  
+j (f V(z) dm(z)) (L, 
j/()i/(P—i) dm(z))' 
jip- 
(L V(z) dm(z)) (IT 	
—1/(p-1) dm(z)) 
+(f V(z)drn(z)) (L, ()h/(P')dm(z))} 
2 1 
< K 	{(2irj) 1' +j(2ir) +j(2ir) + c'} 
- (2irj+c)P 
2 
< K 	{3(2irjY'+c"} 
- (27rj+c)P 
< 2 1 3K. 
Hence W satisfies A on R and C < 2'3K. 
Remark The proposition above shows that Theorem 1 in [19] is equivalent to the analo-
gous theorem on the circle. 
V(z)drn(z)) t3JT V(z) '" 'amz) 
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It is not true that a 2r-periodic weight function which satisfies the A condition on [0, 27r) 
automatically satisfies the A condition on R. The example below illustrates this. 
Example 	Let [s, t] be an interval contained in [0, 27r], define W(x) by the equation 
I x 12 ifO<x<27r, 
	
1 	ifx=O, 
and extend W to be 27r-periodic. Then 
(f W(x)dx) 
(ft 
W(x) 1 dx) 
= 	
x 112 dx) (f X — 1/2  dx) 
= [2/3X3/2  I [2x 2 ] 
- 	 = 	(t2 —s 3" 2 t 1 "2 - t3"2 s"12 +S 2) 
~ 
as s3/2th/2 + t3/2,sh/2 = st(/+ /) > 2st. Hence 147 (x) satisfies A 2 on[O,2ir]. 
Now let O<b<ir. Then 
\fb V  W(x)dxl ( I W(x)_ldx) t 	 ) NJ—b 
2ir 
= - 	 xh/2dx+ I xh/2dx) 
(l
b x_1/2dx+
12 7r—b x1dx)4b2 (jb
2ir
0 	 J2ir—b  	/ 
- 
- 	 1b1 + (27r)3/2 	(2 7r - b)3/2 ) (bl/2 + (27r)h/2 - (2 7r -  b)' /2  
3b2 
= 	[b2 + (2ir) 2 + (27r - b) 2 + (21r)112b312 - (27r - b)'/2 b3/ 2 + (2)312 b112 TV 
- b) 112 - (27r - b)3"2 b"2 - (2ir - b)3 h/2 (2 7r )hhl' 2 ] 
i2ir 2 	2r - b 2 	,2ir 1/2 	27r - b 1/2 	2r3/2 
= 	
+ 	+ ( b ) + - ( b ) + (T) 
((27r)3/2(21r - b)'!2 ) 	2ir —b\3/2 
— 
((21T _b)3/2 (2 1r ) 1 /' 2 )] 
- 	 b2 	—( b ) 	b2 
Notice that 
()2 — (2ir) 3/ 2 (2ir — b)"2 
P 
and 
2ir — b  
b 	
)2 — (2 — b)3/2 (2 1r ) 1 / 2 
b2 
— (27r )3/2 [(2)1/2 




(27r) 3/ 2 
b[(2ir) 1 /2 + (2ir — b) 1/2] 
(27r — b) 3!2 
[(2ir. — b) 1 /2 — (2r) 1/2] 
= 	b2 
—(27r - b)3/2 




I 27r 2(271. )3!2(27r - b) h /2 1 	[(2r  - b ) 2 	(271. - b)31'2(27r)h!21 
- 	b2 	 b 
- (27r)3/2 - (271. - b)312 
- b[(27r - b) 1 / 2 + (21r)1/21 
b312 ascdP>(c_d)' for p 	and c>d>O 
b[(27r - b)1/2 + (27r) 1 ! 2 ] 	 - 	 - 
— 	b"2 
- (27r - b) 1 ! 2 + (27r )1/2 
Furthermore, 
()1/2_ 2ir—b  )1/2 = (27r )1/2 - (27r - b)"2 
b 	b  b1 /2 
b"2 
(2ir) 1 / + ( 271. - b)'!2 
and 
()3/2 - (211._—_b)3!2 - 	(2ir) —(271.—b) 3 
b 	b 	- b3/21(27r)3!2 + (27r - b)3/ 2 } 
- 127r2b_1!2 - 67rb"2 + b3/ 2 
- (27r )3/2 + (27r - b) 3! 2 
It now follows that 
1 	b 	 b 
W  fb (JbW' 
dx) 
- -
2b"2 	127r2b_1!2 - 67rb 
(2 - b) 1 !2 + (2)1!2 + 
	
(2)3!2 + (2 - b)3!2 } > {1 + 
	
"2 + b312 
- oc as b - 0. 
Hence W(x) does not satisfy A 2 on [—ir,ir] or indeed on [a,a + 2ir] for any a < 0. 
We have shown that the A weights on T correspond exactly to 27r-periodic A weights on 
R. The example above has shown that a weight function W which satisfies A on [0,271.] 
does not necessarily satisfy A on T. 
Lemma 3.3.4 Fix p in the range 1 <p < oc and suppose that w = {Wk}kEZ satisfies the 
A condition on Z. If we define 
W(x) = 	wkX[k,k+1)(X) 
kEZ 
then W satisfies A,, on R. Furthermore, if C is the A,, constant of w and K is the A,, 
constant of W then K < 2(2+ 1)C. 
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PROOF. Let J = [a., b] c R. and suppose that tv satisfies A on Z with constant C. The 
following three situations may arise: 
m<a<m+l and l<b<1+l where m,lEZ and b—a>1; 
m , < a< m+ 1< b< m+2 where mE Z and 0< b — a< 1; 
m<a<b< m+1 where mEZ. 
In case (i), 
(I W(x)dx)  (j W(x)''' dx) '  
= (f [ 	Wk[kk+1)(X)] dx)([ [ 	Wk[kk+l)(X)] dx) 
kEZ 	 kEZ 
+1 b 	 rn-fl r 
= 	
Wm dx + { 	
jk+1 







+{ W / ( P_ l) dx}+j w1 h /(P_1) dx) 
k=m+l  
1-1 




E Wk 	+ (b - 
k=m-4-1 
I 	I 




• C2[(b — a) + 2P]  
• C2P (1 + 2P )(b — a)P since 1 <b  — a. 
In case (ii), 
(I W(x)dx)  (J W(x)' dx) 
= ((m + 1 — a)wm + (b — rn - 1)wm+i )((m + 1— a)w11)  + 
(b - rn - 1 )'-l/(p-l)rn+l 
- "(p- I) 
~ ((b - U)(Wrn + Wm+i)) ((b - a)(w' + Wm+l 	
))Pl 
< 2'C(b—a). 
In case (iii), 
dx) 	= ((b - a)wm) ((b — a)w'T = (b — a). (jw( x ) dx)(1 W(x)' 
Thus W satisfies A on It and K <2'(2 + 1)C. 	 0 
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Lemma 3.3.5 Fix p in the range 1 < p < oc, 5 > 0. and suppose that IV satisfies A on 





for k E Z, then ,w = { wk}kEZ satisfies A on Z. Furthermore, if C is the A constant of 
W and K is the A constant of w, then K < C. 
PROOF. Let m,n E Z, rn < n. Then 
(Wk ( 	
u_i/(P_1))P 	 (34) 
k=m 	km 	 - 
(k+1)S 	 (k+1)5 	 '/(P
— 1
) 
= ( 	—1 Jk- 	
W(t) dt) (> ö'P-1 [ I W(t) dt] 	)P _l J kS 
k=m 	S k=m 
Observe that, by Holder's inequality, 
r(k+1)S 	 )1/P 	(k+1)6 < (I W(t)dt 	 W(ty'/' dt) 1 '. 	 (3.5) (J 










V(t) 	 . 
JkS 
Thus, 
nn 	 (n+1)S 	 n 	 (k+1)6 	 p—i 
( 	
W/) (2 w h/_ 1 )) ' 	(n_i ..1m8 	W( t) dt) ( 
—
i IkS 	
W(t)/ () dt) 
km 	k=m 	 k=m 
< C[(n + 1) - nib] 
= C(n—m+Up. 
Thus w satisfies A on Z and K <C. 	 EM 
Lemma 3.3.6 Fix p in the range 1 < p < oo, b > 0 and suppose that W(x) satisfies A 
on R. Then W(öx) and öW(Sx) also satisfy A on R. Moreover, if C, K 1 and K2 are 
the A constants of W(x), W(5x) and 5W(x) respectively, then K 1 = K2 = C. 
PROOF. First notice that 
(I W(x)dx)  (f W(bx)"' dx) 1 = (jhw(&)dx) (j(ow(x))_0_1) dx)' 
for all intervals J. Now fix a bounded interval I in R. Then 
(j b W(öx) dx )(j(6W(& 
))1/(P1)  dx)' 
= (j W(x) dx)(j 	 dx) 




Thus 1,V(6x) and I'V(x) satisfy A on R with the same A constant. Since we cannot 
replace C by any smaller constant in the inequality above, it follows that K1 = K2 = C. 
Lemma 3.3.7 Fix p in the range 1 < p < oo. n > 0 and .suppose that W is even and 
satisfies the A condition on R. If we define W(x) = 1 ,V(x) for x E [—n, n) and extend 
W to be 2n-periodic then I'V n  also satisfies A on R. Furthermore, if C is the A constant 
of W and K n  is the A constant of W. then A'n < 2'C for all n > 0. 
PROOF. 	It is clear that 4'7 satisfies rip on [—n, n] with A constant bounded by C. 
There are five types of interval [a, b] which we must consider. These are 
(i) —n < a < n < b; 
a<—n<b<n; 
a<—n and n<b; 
 a> n; 
 b < —n. 
In the first case 
( [b 	 1b 
Ja 	 Ja 





W(x) dx + 
jb 




















W(x) dx) ( I 	Wn (x)_ 1l' _ 1)  dx) ' since W is even Ja 	 J2n—b 
<C max {(n - a), (b - n)P} 
• C(b—a)". 
We can similarly show that 
(j 
 bn 
147 (x) dx) (j W(x)'' dx) <C(b - a). 
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Thus W satisfies A on intervals [a,b] of the form —n < a < n < b with A constant 
bounded by 2'C. 
Case (ii) follows in a similar way to case (1). 
Now suppose that a < — n and b > n. We may write b - a = 2nj + c for some j E N and 
some c in the range 0 < c < 2n. Thus 
(1
& 




a+2n 	 a+c 	 a+2n 
	
= i 	W(x)dx+ / W(x)dx)(j / 	W(x)-1' Ja 
j
a+,
+ W( x )_h/_1)dx ) P 
 
ja+27i 	 a+C 	 \
<2P_1{C(2nj)P+Cc)+ (i 	w(x)dx)(j W fl (x)_h/(P_dx) j 
Pa+c 	(j 
+(J W(x)dx)jW(x) /(P_1) dx) P 
 
< 2'C{(2nj)" + c' + j(2n)" + j 1 (2n)'} 
• 2 1 C(2nj)' 
• 2'C(b - a) 17 . 









W(xr'/ ( P' ) dx) 	by periodicity 
- a) 17 
since *either [a - 2nk,b - 2nk] g [—n, n] or case (i) applies. 
If b < —n we may write b = 2nrn + b' for some rn E —N and b' in the range —n < b' < Ti. 





_nm W(x)dx) Q-2nmW(x)"1  dx) by periodicity 
since either [a —.2nrn,b - 2nrn] C [—n, n] or case (ii) applies. Hence Wn satisfies A 17 on R 
and K <2pC. 	 El 
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Lemma 3.3.8 Let.1 < p < x and suppose that W(x) satisfies A on R. Define 
I'V 1 ( x) = lV( x) for .r < 0. 
1'V'2 ( X) = 1'17 (X) for ;c 	0 
and extend W, (x) and 11'72 (x) so that they are' both etín functions. Then W 1 and W2 both 
satisfy A on R. Furthermore, if C, K 1 and K2 are the A constants of W, W 1 and W2 
respectively, then K 1 < 2"C and K2 
PROOF. It is clear that 14' 1 and W2 both satisfy ri p on R+  and R with A constant 




Wi(x)dx) (j W1(x)_h/(P_1)dx)1 
(J 
 0 	 b 	 0 	 p- i 
Wi (x)dx+j W i (x)dx)(j W i (x)_ 1 P_ 1 )dx+l
b 
 W 1 (x)_ 11_ 1 )dx) 
<2P_1{C( —a) + Cb + 
(JO 





0 	 0 
Wi(x)dx\l(J W 1 (x)_1_1))P
11  
'i—b a 
• 2'C{(—a)' +b + 2max{(_a)",b'}} 
• 2'C(b - a). 
Thus W 1 satisfies A on R and K 1 < 2'C. 
We can similarly show that W2 satisfies A on It and A 2 < 2C. 	 0 
Now let U denote the bilateral right shift, i.e. U{x} = {x_} for all complex-valued 
sequences {x}. We shall examine the operator U acting on weighted IP spaces. Given a 





} 	< 00. 
CEZ 
Note that in this case the norm of x is given by the expression on the left-hand side of 
the inequality above. In addition, we shall use 10 to denote the space of finitely supported 
sequences. ' 
For a weight w satisfying the A condition, the norm growth of Un  as an operator on IPW  
is described in the lemma below. 
Lemma 3.3.9 Suppose that 1 < p < oc, w satisfies A on Z and C is the A constant of 
w. Then, for n E Z, the l,-norm of U has the property that 
IUII :~ C 1'(n + 1). 
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PROOF. From [4], p508. we have 
UII = SUP {(Wk+ n /Wk)'" k E Z} 
for each nEZ. Now ifnEN and kE Z,wehave 
Wk+n < ( w, + .. . + Wk+n)( k w- 






where C is the A constant of w. Similarly, if n < 0, we can show that 
Wk+n <C(InI + i)P 
Wk - 
and the result is established. 
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3.4 Further Results 
The following results will also be needed in the next section. 
Lemma 3.4.1 The function h given by 
h(y)=I 	
— coty, y O , 
y=0 
is increasing and continuous on the interval (-7r, 7r). 
Now suppose that 0 < W(x) < 00 for almost every x E R. We define L(R) to be the 
set of functions f: R - C such that 
	
{j 	If(x)IW(x)dx} 1/p<00. 
00 
If we further define the norm of f to be the expression on the left hand side of the inequality 
above then L P (R) is a Banach space. 
Lemma 3.4.2 Let 1 <p < 00, 1 < q < 00 and 0 < W(x) < 00 for almost every x E R. 
Then the space L W (R) fl L(R) is dense in L,(R) with respect to the norm 	IIL,(R) 
PROOF. It is easy to see that the set of functions in L,(R) with compact support is 
dense in L,(R). Let f E L4R) have compact support and define 
{  
f (x) 	
f(x) if If(X)l 
= n 	otherwise. 
Then f E L(R) and f(x) - f(x) for almost every x (since 0 <- W < 00 
on R implies 




it follows that 
1/p ( j)3 
urn 	 Jim - fnIIL,(R) 	 n = / 	urn 1(x) - f(x)lPW(x)dx} —, n - 
= 0. 
U 
We can similarly prove an analogous result for LP spaces over T. 
Lemma 3.4.3 Let 1 < p < 00, 1 < q < oo and 0< W(z) <oofor almost every z ET. 
Then the space LP.(T) fl L(T) is dense in LP / (T) with respect to the norm 
Lemma 3.4.4 Let 1 < p < 00. The space l, fl lo  is dense in IP with respect to the norm 
II 	IIi_ 
PROOF. Given a E IP define the sequence a by 
I a(k) if kJ 	n, 
a(k) 
= 1 0 	otherwise. 
Then a E l fl lo and a - a in 'p 
	
Ii 
Lemma 3.4.5 Suppose 0 < W < 00 almost everywhere and 1 < p < 00. Then the set of 
functions of the form 
(3.6) 
n=-N  
where N E N, k E N, and cn E C, is dense in L P (R). 
PROOF. Functions of the form (3.6) are dense in L 1 (R) and by Lemma 3.4.2, L 1 (R) fl 
L(R) is dense in LP .(R). 	 0 
3.5 Relationships Between Theorems For L(R), L',(T) 
and l 
We begin with the definitions of the operators H, HT and D. Given f: R C belonging 
to a suitable class, eg. L'(R), and x E R, we define 
Hf(x)= 	lim f(x_t)dt 
ir e<ItI<a 	t 
and, for N > 0, 	
jv 	 11 	f(x - t) dt. e Hf(x) = urn - tC-0 ir 
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Given f : T - C belonging to a suitable class (e.g. L'(T)) and 
ezr  E T, we define 
HT J(fix) = 
I
- urn 
2 e-O f<< 
f(et_t) ) cot dt. 
Given a sequence a belonging to a suitable class (e.g. io) and n E N, we define 
1 E  (L_J 
Da(n)= urn - ir 
1<IjI<N 







For notational convenience we shall write 
jEZ .1 	 1<j<M 
Note that the existence of these integrals and sums is non-trivial; however they can be 
shown to exist. In the remainder of this chapter we investigate the inter-relationships 
between the three theorems below. 
Theorem A Suppose that W satisfies A on T. Then there exists a constant K, depending 
only on p and the A constant of W, such that 
IHTflIL(T) ~ KfII, 
for all f E L P (T) fl L 1 (T). 
Theorem B Suppose that W satisfies A on R. Then there exists a constant K, depending 
only on p and the A constant of 14', such that 
IIHfIIL,(R) 	IQA LP  
for all f E L,  (R) fl L 1 (R). 
Theorem C Suppose that w = {wk}kEZ satisfies .4, on Z. Then there exists a constant 
K, depending only on p and the A constant of w, such that 
IIDxIIi 	~ tIIxIIi, 
for all x E 1, p n 10. 
Remark 
Since L, fl L' is dense in L P , if the Hilbert transform is bounded on L, fl L 1 then 
extension by continuity implies that it is bounded on the whole of L,. 
Theorem 3.5.1 Theorem B Theorem C. 
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PROOF. Fix p in the range I < p < oo and suppose we know that Theorem B is true. 
Suppose also that w = {wk}kEZ satisfies A, on Z and that C.' is the A 1) constant of w. We 
will show that for a E IP fl 1, there exists a constant C. independent of a, such that 
IIDaIIi 	CIIaIIip. 
Define W by the equation 
W(x) = > 
nEZ 
By Lemma 3.3.4, W satisfies A 1) on R with constant K < 2P(2 + 1)C. In addition, define 
the operators P : 1 - L ' (R) by it' 
Pa = 	a:k;(, l ), 	 (3.7) 
nEZ 




f(t)dt 	 (3.8) 
Note that 
	
IIPaIILP (R) 	{J I 	anX[nn+)(x)IW(x)dx} 11p W nEZ 
j
n







= 	IIaIIP w 
for all a E l,. Hence IIPII = 1. Also, 
jn+1 
IIQfII 	= 	 f(t)dtw  nEZ 
rn+1 
= 	/ 	f(t)W(t)11PW(t)_1dtw 
nEZ 
n+1 	 / rii+1 	 p—i 
~ 	(J If(t)IPW(t)dt)(j 	W(t)l1'( 1 l)dt) 	w nEZ 





for all f E L %.(R), where k is the A constant of W. Hence I IQIJ < 
jçl/p 
Now suppose that a = {a , I E in10 . By Theorem B there exists a constant K0 , depending 
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only on p and K. such that, 
H(Pa)(x)IW(x)dx < Aof IPa(x)IW(x)dx, 
A0 	IanIwn. 
n€Z 
As J JQJJ < J(1/p we see that 
lIQHPaIIi :5 J/PlIHpaIIL p ( R ) :5 K' 1PK' 1P jjajjP. 
In order to show that D is a bounded operator on 1, P we will show that there exists a 
constant CO , depending only on p, C and K, such that 
II(QHP - D)aIIip ~ CoIIaIIip. 
Note that we can write a = anen, where e n  is the sequence with 1 in the nth position and 
0 elsewhere. If U is the bilateral right shift on 1P, i.e. U{a} = {a_ i }, then e = 
for each n E Z. 
For locally integrable functions f define V by the formula 
Vf(t) = f(t - 1). 
It is simple to check that PtT = VP and QV = UQ. In order to examine Il(QHP — D)aIli, 
we first consider (QHP - D)ek, where k E Z. Notice that 
(QHP - D)ek = (QIIP - D)Uk eo = (QHVkP - 	 = uk(QHP - D)eo , 
since the Hubert transform commutes with shifts. It is easy to show that 
(1 




QHPe0(n) = 	[(n + 1)ln(n + 1)— 2n Inn + (n - 1)!n(n —1)], 
—{(1—n)ln(1—n)—(n+1)ln(—n-1)+2nln(—n)], 
Ir 
Note that QHPe0 (n) —QHPe 0 (—n) for n E N and, for n 0, 
(n + 1)ln(n  + 1) + (n - 1)ln(n —1)— 2nlnn 
= (n + 1)ln( 
fl + 1) + 
(n 
- 	 1 ) 
= (n + 1)ln(1 + 	+ (n - 1)ln(1 
n = 0, 
n > 1, 
Ti < —1. 
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1 	1 	1 	1 
n 2n2 3n3 40 
n 2n2 3n3 40 
1 	1 	1 	1 
= 1 k(2k-1)n2 ' 
Thus 
I - 	 1 	for nO, 
(QHP - D)io(n) 	7 k=2  k(2k 
- 
to for n=O. 
Now let a = {afl} fl EZ = (QHP—D)e o . It is easily seen that a = a*e0 and (QHP—D)ek = 





II(Q' 	- D)aIIip 
< 













for some constant Co since, by Lemma 3.3.9, IIUII :~ C 1 "(nI + 1), where C is the A 
constant of w. Thus, there exists a constant CO 3 depending only on p, C and K, such that 
I lDall jp < CoIIaIIip 
for all a E IP fl 10  By Lemma 3.4.5, 1 fl 1 is dense in 1, and the result now follows. 0 
We shall now prove that Theorem C implies Theorem B. 
Theorem 3.5.2 Theorem C = Theorem B. 
PROOF. Suppose that 1 <p < oc, W satisfies A on R and K is the A constant of W. 




By Lemma 3.3.5, 	= {w} fl EZ satisfies A on Z and if C is the A constant of 
then C < K. Thus the knowledge of Theorem C guarantees the existence of a constant 
Co, depending only on p and K, such that 
IIDalI,i' 	< Co a 1 
( 
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for all a E 1'
(1. )  nb. Now define P and Q as in Theorem 3.5.1 and let P8 
lP(6) 	L ' (R) 
and Q6 Lv(R) -. i ° (o)  he defined by the equations 
P5 a = E aflX[fl6(fl+1)6) 
nEZ 
and ,(n+1)6 
Qof = {5_1J f(x)dx}flEz. n8 
Calculating as in the case of P1 and Q, we see that 11P811 = PIP and IIQoII :~ Ku_hp 
If we fix k E Z and define 
V(x) = W(2 'x) 
for all x E R then Lemma 3.3.6 shows that V satisfies A on R and K is also the A 
constant of V. In addition define Vn = W
( 2 -k
n  for all ii E Z. By inequality (3.9) there 
exists a constant A, depending only on p and C, such that 
lIQHPaIIi 	II(QHP - D)alIip + ItDaII: < Aa 1p 
for all a E to fl 1. Hence there exists a constant A such that 
j jQHg jj j P < AlQgj 1 ~ 	 (3.10) 
for all g of the form E an[n,n+l) and a E Io n I. Now suppose that 
h = E Cn)((n2_k,(n+l)2_k) 	 (3.11) 
for some sequence {Cn}n€Z e 10 fl1. If we define i.-f(x) = f(&) for all functions f, then 
2 _kh1(x) = 	Cn\[n,n+l). By (3.10), 
IIQH2_khII, ~ A K 1 II 2 _khlI L( a) 
and, since H commutes with dilations and QA6 = Q, we have 
IIQH2_khIIl = IIQ2_kHhtIl = IIQ2_kHhIIl. 
Hence 
11P2_kQ2-k HhIJL 7 , (ft) 
= 2_k 1P1Q2_k HhlI1 
< 
= AK h /PIh IIL,(R) 
for all h of the form 	cfl[n2_k,(fl+i)2_k) where {efl} fl EZ E lo fl 1. 
Now let B be the a-algebra of Borel sets and for each n E Z, let B be the sub-a-algebra 
of B generated by sets of the form[-a, m+' ), where m E Z. If, in addition, it denotes 2n 2n 
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Lebesgue measure, then (R.8.1z) is a measure space and {13n}nEZ  is a sequence of sub-
a-algebras of 8 satisfying 3.1.1 of [13]. For locally integrable functions f, define Ef by 
the formula 
,, 
Ef(x) = 	(2 / 	f()dX)1rn ±i.) (X). 
mEZ 	Jm/22 	
2'' 2 
It is easy to see that Ef is the conditional expectation of f relative to 8, {Enf}flEz is 
a martingale, and En  = P2_4 2 _n. Furthermore 
11P2_kQ2-k HhII L , ( ft ) < AK111 jIhIILP (R) 
for all h of the form >2 Cn[n2_,(n+1)2_), where k > 1. By Fatou's lemma we have 
hm inf 1P2_kQ2_kHh(x)IPW(x)dx) 
i/p 
~ urn inf( 
f00 I
P2-kQ2-k Hh(x)IPW(x)dx) l lp 
k—ce J.., 
~ AK 1 IIhIILt,(R). 
Theorem 5.2.6 of [13] shows that Ekf - f in L 1 (R) for all f E L'(R). As 
Ef(x) = sup IEf()I <0° 
k>1 
for almost every x E R and all f E L 1 (R), the Banach principle (see [16], p2) tells us 
that there is a positive decreasing function C(A) defined for \ > 0 and tending to zero as 
- oc such that 
mix : E*f(x)> IIfIIL'} < C() 
for all f E L'(R) and all \ > 0, where in denotes Lebesgue measure. Furthermore, the set 
of functions  E L'(R) for which the sequence {Ekf(x)}k E N converges almost everywhere 
is closed. Thus 
Ekf(x) - f(x) a.e. x E R 
whenever f L(R) and it follows that 
IHhII LP (a 	AK 1 /IIhIl L P ( R ) 	 (3.12) 
for all h E V. Lemma 3.4.2 shows that L 1 (R)fl L ',(R) is dense in L ' ,(R) and extension 
by continuity implies that inequality (3.12) holds for all h E L,(R). 	 0 
We next show that Theorem B, together with Theorem 3.5.3 below, implies Theorem A. 
We use the notation f to denote the Hardy- Lit tlewood maximal function, i.e. 
1 	fY 
sup 	/ If(t)Idt. 
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Theorem 3.5.3 ([20], Theorem 9) 
Let .1 be an interval in R or all of R, 1 <p < oo , and let U(x) be a non-negative function 
on J. Then there is a constant C. independent of f(x), such that 
j [f*(x)]PU(x)dx <cf f(x)IU(x)dx 	 (3.13) 
where f is any real-valued function that vanishes outside J, if and only if there is a constant 
K, independent of I such that 
(/(1'(x)dx)( [U(x)' dx '' JI JI ) < Kff (3.14) 
for any interval I C J. If C and K are the least constants for which (3.13) and (3.1) 
are true, then K < C < g(K,p), where g is a function depending only on the indicated 
arguments. 
We will also require the following corollary of Theorem B. This corollary comes from [25], 
p218, and is proved using the boundedness of the maximal function. 





for all f E LP(R) n L'(R) then there exists a constant C. independent off, such that 
IH2vf(x)I1'V(x)dx < Cf f(xwxdx 
for all f E L ' (R) fl L'(R). 
PRooF. Suppose that f E L(R)flL(R)flLl(R)forsomeq i n  the range 1< q< 00. IV 












- 	f(x - t)q5 ç (t)dt, 	(3.15) f(x-  t 2 + 62 
where 
- 	 12+1 	i• ifltl>1 o(t) 
{ 
• 	 - 	 ifltl< 1 
and forE > 0, (t) = E 1 (t/5). Now define 
1 	x ifll>1 
= sup 	(t)I 	
{ 
Ix1+r2 	 - 
1 iflxl<1. ItI ~ IxI 
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Then !' E OR) and 
t)Øs(t)dtIW(X)dX = f(x - t)'th(t/)dtIW(x)dx 
f 1jix —t(t)dtiW(x)dx 
J I  J f(x6 - 
- t1It)ldtyw(x6dx 
ITL (JT Isf(x - t)kb(t) dt)W(x dx 
where (A 5 f)(x) = f(öx), 
I , I[ s fx)]Pwxdx, 
by (3.9) of [25], Chapter II. By Lemma 3.3.6, 5W(&) satisfies A on R and K is the A 
constant of 5W(ôx). By Theorem 3.5.3, there exists a constant C, depending only on p 
and K such that 
dx < 
cJ: 1(f)(x)1W() dx 
and hence 
II! * 	 CIIL'IIL1(R)llfiIL,(R). 
Now consider the first integral in (3.15). Since f E L (R) for some q in the range 1 < q < 
o, Lemma 1.5 of [25], Chapter VI shows that 
)dx 
= 	I 	(Hf)(x - t)2 	2 dtIW(x)dx. I 	f(x - t)2 + 2 dtIW(x 	- 
Furthermore, by [25], Chapter II, Theorem 3.10, 
dtIW(x)dx ~  jc [(HfY(x)]W(x)dx.
00 J if (Hf)( - ____- 	 - x t) 22  
Thus 
L
rX, 00 	 t 
1f1' t)
2 	dtIW(x)dx <- 	 [(Hf) - (x)]PW(x)dx 
and another application of Theorem 3.5.3 shows that there exists a constant K0, depending 
only on p and K (the A,, constant of 14"), such that 
dtIW(x)dx <KoF
OO 
 Hf(x)IW(X)dX I if f(x_t) 1 2 + 2  
Now, by Theorem B, there exists a constant K1 depending only ,  on p and K such that 
dtIW(x)dx < K, Jif f(x_ t ) t 2 + 2 
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Finally, as L W (R) fl D'(R) fl L'  ( ) is dense in L. (R) (by Lemma 3.4.2) it follows that 
there exists a constant C. depending only on p and K, such that 
IItfIIL v (R) 
for all f E L P (R). 
N.B. This corollary follows as a trivial consequence of statement (iii) of Theorem 3.1.1, 
i.e. it follows trivially from the boundedness of the maximal Hilbert transform. 
Theorem 3.5.5 Theorem B and Corollary 3.5.4 	Theorem A 
PROOF. 	Fix p in the range 1 < p < Oci. Suppose that V satisfies A on T, K is the 
A constant of V and Theorem B is true. For I E R define W(t) = V( e it). Note that W 
is 27r-periodic. By Proposition 3.3.3, W satisfies A on R and the A constant of W is 
bounded by 2 1 3K. Now let F E L P/  (T) fl L'(T) and define 
f(x) = F(e) 
for x E R. Then f E L.([-7r,7r]) fl L'([- ir,ir]). We shall first show that there exists a IV 
constant C, depending only on p and the .4 constant of W, such that 
II HNJIIL,([_1) :~ CIIfIILv([_]) 	 (3.16) 
Fix s E R and M and N > 0. Then, writing 
nm
JC<jtj<N 
f(x_t)d t J f(x_t)d t 
	
e—O 	t 	 —N 
for notational convenience, we have 
Tr'r
1 	fN f(-1) 
IBN J(x)I'(x)dx = - I I 	'' 	dtIW(x)dx 1t i—,r 	N t 
1 f N f(xq _t) = - I I I "dtIW(x+s)dx 
lr r  i—N 
for each s R. Hence 
1 	1 	M 	Nf(x+s_t) f IHNf(x)IW(x)dx = I 2M I MII N 	 dtIW(x + 
Let k be the characteristic function of the interval [-Al - N, M + N]. Then x(s - t) = 1 
whenever -N <t <N and -M <.s< M. Thus 
f IHNf(x)IW()dx = J - y {J 	I J ' 
- t)j + 	t) 
dtIW(x + s)ds}dx 




N (s - i)f(x + s - I) dtW(x + s)dsdx 
2ir -  	t 
= 	L, 	.I HNg(s )IP11(x + s) ds dx 
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where g,(.-s) = (s)f(i +s). It is easy to see that I'V(x+s) satisfies .4 on R with the same 
4, constant as W(x). Thus by Corollary 3.5.4, there exists a constant C, depending only 
on p and K, such that 
£fT g(siV(x + 
(s)f(x+s)I P W(x+s)dsdx 
2M —r 
= 2ML 
X ( s )( 
f 
 If (x + s)IW(x + s)dx)ds} 
j (f_ 	(s)IIfII 	([1) 
- c(M+N \ çP 
	
 	
' 	 Au 	) ' Lv(E_7r,1r]) 
Letting M - oc we obtain inequality (3.16) as required. 
We can now show that the operator HT is bounded on L(T). Since f is 2r-periodic we 
may write 
1 p2rN f(x - t) 
H2Nf(x) 




q -2 ,-r N+-,r 	
+
f_2+3 f(x - t) 
 dt + + 




-2N+ 	t 	 2  N 	 N+3 
 
2irN—ir f(x - t) 	r2 7rN f(x - t) dt} + + 1 2N— 	t dt + J 
1 tf(x_l)d 	[f(x_t) 	 dt+ / 
f(x_ t) } 
= 	{Jo t - 2iV t + 2n 	j_ I + 2N 
dt 
By [17], p261, we have the identity 
and it follows that 
N 







Observe that, if HTF(&T) exists, then for N EN 
HTF(€") - H2Nf(x) 
= 	




1 [f(x._i) dj 	fo f(xi)dt 
7rJo t-2irN irt+2irN 
11 	 ____ 	 ____ 
= 	J x_t){ 	
1 x t)dt } dt _!f 




iT f_ t + 27rN 
If 	f(x_t)dt 	1 jr-27rNf(X_t)d
ltI>2JrN-Jr 	t 	 2JrN 	t 




iT _  
1 ' 	f(x_t)dt = 	
JItl>2JrN 	t 
—o 
as V - oc. Hence H.2.Nf(x) - HTF(&') wherever these expressions exist. However, 
sincef E L'[—ir.ir], H2Jrfvf(x) exists almost everywhere - see [26], Chapter XVI. Applying 
Fatou's lemma, we see from (3.16) that 
f  jim infIH 2JrNf(x)IW(x)dx < cf   If(x)IW(x)dx Jr 	 -Jr 
and it follows that 
fIHTF
IPV(e1'dx cf IFeixIPVezxdx 
'7r 	 7r 
for. all functions F E LP.(T) fl L'(T). By Lemma 3.4.3, the space L(T) fl L'(T) is dense 
in L(T) and the result is established. 	 Cl 
Theorem 3.5.6 Theorem A => Theorern B for weights satisfying the following condition: 
there is a constant K. independent of I. such that 
for every bounded interval I C R. 
f,W(—x)
dx <A 
fj W(x)dx - 
(3.17) 
PROOF. 	Suppose that 11/ satisfies the A condition on R with constant C, inequality 
(3.17) holds for every bounded interval I C R and we know that Theorem A is true. We 
will show that there exists a constant CO 3 depending only on p and C, such that 
F IHf(x)W(x)dx < C o f If(x)IW(x)dx 
for all f E L,(R) fl L'(R). 
Let f E L.(R) fl L'(R) and define 9n by the formula 
1 	 x—t 
gn (x) = urn 	f(t)cot 	di 
2771 _0L<t<Jrfl 	2n 
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for JxJ < nw. Notice that, for IxI < 




1 im / f(nt) cot x 	dt 
- 2 —°J<jtI< 	 2
t 
is the conjugate function of f(nx), and this exists for almost every x (see [26], Chapter 
XVI). If we define F(x) = f(x) for x E [–irn,irn), G(x) = gn (X) for x E [–nir.nir), 
and extend F and Gn to be 2irn-periodic, then G(nx) and F(nx) are 27r-periodic and 
G(Ix) is the conjugate function of F(nx) (wherever it exists). 
We define new weight functions as follows. Let 
W 1 (x)=W(x) for x<O 
and 
W2 (x)=W(x) for x>O 
and extend W 1 (x) and 14/2 (x) so that both functions are even. By Lemma 3.3.8, Wi and 
W2 both satisfy A on R with A constants K 1 and It 2 bounded by 2pC. We produce 
periodic weight functions which satisfy A as follows. For j = 1,2 and x E [–nir,nir] let 
Wj,. ( x) = 147J ( i) 
and extend VV,-,(x) 2irn-periodically. Thus 
l'V1,(x) = W(x) for x e [–nir,O] 
and 
W2 (x) = U'(x) for x E [0,n7r]. 
By Lemma 3.3.7, 1,V 1 ,(x) and 14'2 ,(x) both satisfy .4 on R and their respective A 
constants K1, and K2,n  are both bounded by 2 2 Th12 C,'. Notice also that Wi ,(nx) and 
W2 ,(nx) are 27r-periodic and, by Lemma 3.3.6, satisfy A,, on R with A,, constants K 1 , 
and K2, 71 respectively. Now let 
= W 1 ,(nx) 
and 
= W2,(nx) 
for x e R. By Proposition 3.3.3, V1 , and V2 , both satisfy A,, on T with A,, constants 
bounded by 22P+2C.  By Theorem A, there exists a constant CO , depending only on p and 
C, such that 
fT IHTu(z)I. fl (z)dm(z) ~ CoJ Iu(z)I i ,n(m(z) 
for all It E LP (T) and 
lHTu()IV, fl ()d() Com 	uz)l 	(z)dm(z)IT 	 IT 
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for all a E L(T). These inequalities may also be written 
	
I(x)IW j ,(nx)dX < Co 	 IU(X)II, n (flX)dX 
for all functions a E L'V 	and 
f 
IT 	 Ir 
Ja(x)J ~'VV2 , n (nx)dx < 
for all functions u E Lt'V2,1(flZ)([-7r,1r]) where ü denotes the conjugate function of 
u. In 
particular when u(x) = F(nx) we have 
G( nx)1Wi,(nx) dx < C0 	F( iix)IWi (nx) dx 
and 	 ir 
J-`r7, IG,,(nx)IPW2 ..(nx)dx < COjIFn( 11X)I'W2,n(flX) 
Now since 
0 	 0 
7r 
 IG,,(nx)IPW(nx)dx = jIGn(TlX)'Wl,n(flX)dX
ir 
~ J G(nx)IWi,(nx)dx 
and 






 JGn( nx )J4V2,.(nx ) 
it follows that 
J IGnI'(7)1X < CO 	IFfl (nx)I(Wi, n (nx)+ W2,(nx))dx  ir 
= COn 
In, 
IF(x)II i (x) + W2 (x))dx 
CO nT 1 {J 	IF(x )1l4'(x) dx +j lF(x)IWi (x) dx 
ir 
+ f  n7r  I F(x)IW2(x)  dx} 
= con ' {J IFn (x)IW(x)dx + f IF(—x)lWi(x)dx 
+j IF(_x)IW 2 (x)dx1 
= c.'on'{j 	F(x)IW(x)dx + 
I
P 	 , IF(_x)IW(x)dx} 
= Con' {J_ IF(x)I W(x)dx + J IF(x)IW(—x) dx}. 
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We shall now show that there is a constant K, independent of n, such that 
Inx 
jO(x)jI,V(—x)dx < KJIo(x)IW(x)dx 
nr 
for all 5 E L ' (R). 





I(x)IW( — x)d± 
2k_1 	(m-f1)2'ir 
= 	 kmIWdX 





(m+1)2k 7r W(— x)_dx 
V = 	 mI(f W(x)dx) 	( m + 1 ) 2 )d 
)
M2—k 7r 
m = _2kn 	 1m2_klr 
fnir 
'J (x)IW(x)dx. - 	 -fir 
Since functions of the form (3.18) are dense in L 1,(R) (by a slight adaptation of Lemma VI 
3.4.5) it follows that there is a constant K, independent of n, such that 
nr 	
fØ(x)IW(_x)dx < KJI(x)lW(x)dx 
for all o E L W' (R). Replacing 0 by (Fn )P we see that there is a constant C o , depending 
only on p, C and K, such that 






fnn~'r7r IGn (X)IPW(x) dx < CO f  "" I Fn(x)lllV(x)dx- 
Hence there is a constant Co , depending only on p. C and K, such that 
f
n




for all functions f E L P (R) fl L'(R). 
We will now show that for fixed x, gn(x) - JJf(x) for all  e L(R)flL'(R), whenever 
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fff(x) exists. 
Fix x E R and suppose that Hf(x) exists. If IxI < nir then interpreting the singular 
integrals in the principal value sense, we have 
	




1 	' 2n 	x—t 
< I — I f(t){ 	—cot 	}dtl+w'I f f(t) dt 2irn j_ 	 x - t 2n 	 j7rn x — t 
+ 
 j -7rn f(t)
dt  X  
Now 
f(t) dt+J 
	f(t) dt=Hf(x)_!J f(t) dt 
ir 	X 	x — t 	 x — t 
and hence tends to zero as ii — x. Also, 
IJf(t){X2_ cot 2fl }I_ 0 a5 n_ 00 . 
The proof of this last statement goes as follows. Notice that 
x_t1 < IxI+nir < 3 ir 
2n — 2n 	4 





 — t 
 < 4 
x — t 	2n 	3w 
since Lemma 3.4.1 implies that the function 	— cot y is increasing and continuous on 
[-3w/4,3ir/4]. Hence, for n > nr  
f(t){_
2n 	'}dtl ~ ---(---+ 1)J 	if(t)idt, 
2irnf
,n 
 x — t 2n 	2irn 3w 
which tends to 0 as n - oc, since 1 is integrable. It now follows that gn (x) 	Hf(x) 
whenever Hf(x) exists. 	 - 
Finally, fix w > 0. If n > w/ir we see from (3.19) that 




By Fatou's Lemma, 
iHf(x)iV(x)dx < liminf17, 
g(x)"W(x)dx —. noc  
:5 coff(x) P w(z)dx 
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for all > 0. Letting - x, we obtain 
Hf(.r)IlV(x) (lx < Co f If(.r )IW(X) dx 
for all f E L P (R) fl L'(R). By Lemma 3.4.2, LP ,(R) fl L 1 (R) is dense in L ',(R). Thus 
Theorem B is established for weights satisfying inequality (3.17). 	 0 
There now follows an example of an A weight which does not satisfy the condition 
f1W(—x)
dx <. 
f1 W(x)dx — 
for all intervals I. 
Example Let W(x) = x'I2 for x i4 0 and W(0) = 1. As we shall see from Proposition 
4.1.3, W satisfies the A condition on R for each p> . Now define W i (x) = W(x + 1). 
It is clear that W 1 also satisfies A on R for each p> 2 and, for fixed p, the A constants 
of W and W are equal. Now fix 0 < e < 1 and consider the quotient 
f:1lW i (_ x )dx  
111t W 1 (x) dx 
First of all notice that 
J 14"1  ( — x) dx = J 	
W 1 (x) dx 
-1-e 
= I (x+1)"2dx  	
+ 	- (2 — e) 3/ 2 ]. 
In addition, 
J W1(x)dx = f-i [_(x+1)]h/2dx+f(x+1)h/2dX -i-s 	
= fLxh/2dx+f5xu/2dx 
= 43/ 2 
Thus 
f:11.tw1—xdx - (2+) 31 2 _(2_)3 h' 2  
W, (X) dx 	- 	2E/2 
— 	(2+e)3— (2 — E) 3 
- 23/2[(2 + E)3/ 2  + (2 - .)3/2] 
— 	 24e+2e 
— 2e3/2{(2 + E)3/ 2  + (2 — )3/2J 
— 	 12 	 e3/2 
i/2{(2 + E)3/2  + (2— r)3/2] + (2 + e)3/2 + (2- 
00 
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as E - 0. 
Thus the condition 
f1W(—x)dx <. 
f1 W(x)dx 
in the statement of Theorem 3.5.6 does not follow from the A condition. 
We have shown that Theorems B and C are equivalent, but to deduce Theorem A from 
Theorem B and vice versa we used additional results or hypotheses. 
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Chapter 4 
The One-Parameter Group of 
Translation Operators on a 
Weighted LP-Space 
Throughout this chapter we will take I < p < oo unless otherwise stated. 
4.1 Equivalent One-Parameter Groups 
For each t E R, let Ut be the translation operator defined by the equation 
Utf(s) = As + t) 
for any function f defined over the reals. We say that a function f is equivalent to a 
function g if f(x) = g(x) for almost every x. Let X be a Banach space (of equivalence 
classes) of functions defined over the reals with the properties that X is invariant under 
each Ut and X contains at least one non-zero function. In addition, let g E X. Now define 
the multiplication operator Al, by the equation 
ilI9 f(s) = g(s)f(s) 
for all fEX and sER. 
Lemma 4.1.1 For each I E R let ot be a function mapping R into C. If M ot maps X 
into X, then {MtU g } tE R forms a one-parameter group on X precisely when, for fixed u 
and t, the cocycle condition 
= t (s)(t + s). 	 (4.1) 
is satisfied for almost every s E R. 
PROOF. Let f e X. The set of operators {MtU t } tEa forms a one-parameter group on 
X when, for each fixed a and I, the identity 
ItI,t+Ut+f(s) = (!vttLT)(At p tTu )f(s) 
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holds for almost every s E R. This is equivalent to the identity 
{ot+U(s) - Ô((s)ÔU(s + t)} f(s + t + a) = 0 	 (4.2) 
for fixed t, u E R and almost every s E R. 
Now fix t. u E R and define d7 : R - C by the equation 
= 	- th t(s)(s + t). 
Suppose that (s) j4 0 on a set or of positive measure and consider the translate of this set 
or t , u  which is defined to be or - I - a. Then there exists a function g E X and a set 0'1 of 
positive measure contained in or t, such that g 0 on a 1 . Now define F(s) = g(s - t - u) 
for all s E R. It is clear that F j4 0 on the set a 1 + t + a and it follows that 
0 
for .s E a1 + t  + U. Since this set has positive measure and is contained in a, we have a 
contradiction to (4.2). Hence 
6t(s) - t()U(  + I) = 0 
for almost every s € R and the result follows. 
Now suppose that W is a non-negative function which is finite and non-zero almost ev-
erywhere, and suppose that X = L' (R). We then have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1.2 Let I € R. Then U t is a bounded operator on L' (R) if and only if 
ess sup I W(x - 
rER I W(X) ) 
In this case the norm of Ut as an operator on L,.(R) is given by the expression on the 
left hand side of the inequality above. 
PROOF. Fix t E R. Then for f E L,(R), 
IIUtfIIL(R) = {J 	If (x + t)lI'V(x) dx}"' 
- 
=  {J If(x + t)I"W(x + t) W(x). dx }w( + t) -c 
< ess 
sup 
 { 1 rER 	\.. W(x) J 	J If IIL,(R) 
Hence (I t is bounded on LP .(R) whenever ess sup?ER{( 
W(r-t) )1/P} < co. 
W(r) 
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Now suppose that 
< ess supf 
/W(x - t)) u /P} 
ER 	W(x) 
Then there exists a set a of finite positive measure, such that 
I W(x - 
VV(X) )' 
for almost every x E a. We shall now assume that lV is bounded on a. (If it is not, 
take a smaller set of positive measure contained in a on which W is bounded.) Then the 
function E L,(R), and 
It now follows that 
I I t, t'*.' I 	- LV(R) - 
> 
[ W ( x -  14' ( x)  dx 
for W(x) 
AP 1, W(x)dx 




IlXorIIL v (R). 
> 
and hence 
IILTtII = ess sup 	W(x) 
)1/P} 
{ / W(x - t) 
rER 
	
whenever the expression on the right hand side is finite. 	 0 
Under what conditions does the inequality 
ess sup I _
W(x) lip) 
rER 	i'(r + t)) 	J (4 .3) 
hold? The example below shows that even if W satisfies the A condition, the inequality 
may not be true and hence U1 is not a bounded operator on L,(R). This is unlike the 
discrete case. Recall that Lemma 3.3.9 showed that w E A is a sufficient condition for 
the boundedness of U'. 
First we state a result from [14]. 
Proposition 4.1.3 ([14], p407) 
The function IxI is an A weight in R if and only if —I < a <p - 1. 
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Example 	Let n = I and fix p /- 2. Define W(x) = IxI'. By Proposition 4.1.3 
above. I'V satisfies the A,, condition, but 
rER 	W(x+t)J = 
ess sup ess sup 
W(x) 	
{_ xER 
= oo for tO. 
When p = 2. define W(.r) = xl". Then W satisfies A 2 but 
ess sup f W(x) 	
= 	{ 	
i/4 
} ess sup 
ER W(x+t) rER 	x+t 
= x for tO. 







for xE [-, ] and extend W periodically. It is easy to see that 
—<w<1 
on R and hence 
2 < W(x) 	sin 	x + t 
irW(x+t) x sin(x+t)2 
for all x and t E R. The operators Ut are therefore uniformly bounded on LP(R). 
The theorem below shows that when W satisfies inequality (4.3), { [It } €a forms a strongly 
continuous one-parameter group on L,(R). 
Theorem 4.1.4 Given a weighted LP space, L P (R), let 
IW(s) t()_ 
tW(s+t)} 
for .s, t E R. Then Ø  satisfies the cocycle condition (.4.1). Furthermore if there exists a 





I 3ER 14'(s+t)J - 
for all t near 0 then the onf -parameter group {Ut } tE rt is strongly continuous on L P (R) 
and is isometrically similar to the group {MtUt } tE R on 
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PROOF. It is immediate that th t satisfies (4.1). Let 'I' : L(R) - L(R) be defined by 
Tf() - I f(3)f(l/P 	if I-V(s) 	0, 
- 1 f(s), 	otherwise. 
Clearly T is an isometric isomorphism of L(R) onto L P (R), and it is also easy, to show tv 
that UT = 	Now suppose that h,e > 0 and let f E L,(R). In addition, let fo 
be continuous, compactly supported and such that 
IN - AIL(R) < 
Then for h near 0, 
RThf 
- fIlL,(R) :!~ IIU(f - fo)IILt'(R) + II('hfo - fOIIL,(R) + IN - fIIL,(R) 
< (C + 1)e + IIUhfo - fOIIL,(R) 
Now 
IIUhfo - foIIL(R) = {J Ifo(x + h) - fo(x)IW(x)dx}1 
and 
lim 	Ifo(x + h) - fo(x)IW(x)dx =
lim fo(x + h) - fo (x)W(x) dx 
since 
Ifo(x + h) - fo(x)IW(x) < 21 (Ifo (x + h)IW(x) + Ifo (x)IPW(x)) 
2P(Ifo (x + h)IW(x + Ii) 1W (x + h)] 
+ Ifo (x)IPW(x)) 
< 2P(Cfo (x + h)lW(x + h) + fo (x)W(x)) 
which is integrable. Hence, for fixed I E R, we have 
urn IIUt+hf - UtfIIL(R) ~ Ct 	lUf - fIIL,(R)h—oh-0 	 W 
=0 
and it follows that {Uj } tEa is a strongly continuous one-parameter group on L P (R). 0 
4.2 The Integral Representation of the Group of Transla-
tion Operators on LP (R) 
Theorem 4.2.1 Let I < p < oo . If WE A and there exists a constant C such that 
i/p 
ess sup l 
W(s) 
sER 1W(s+t)J 	- 
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for all t near 0. then {U} is a strongly continuous one-parameter group on LP(R) and 
there exists a spectral fanzily E() in L,(R) such that 
= urn 
j a 
 ztA dE(.\), t e R, 
a—+C 	a 
where the limit is in the strong operator topology of 8L(L,(R)). 
PROOF. The fact that {Ut}IER is a strongly continuous one-parameter group follows from 
the previous theorem. Now let V denote the space of infinitely differentiable functions with 
compact support, and let S denote the Schwartz class. By [5], Theorem 2.4, Ut is of the 
form above if and only if there exists a constant C such that 
	
JR (t)U  dill :~ CIk'IBv(R) 	 (4.4) 
for all ,L' E 12, where 
II l'IIBV(R) = 	"( 
t )I dt. 
Suppose now that W E A. We shall show that (4.4) holds for all f E V. Fix K > 0. For 
n >0 and sRdefine 
I(U,$) = 	




and let f E V be supported on [ — K, K]. Then f E $ and for g E L,(R) we have 
f(t)U g g dt II 	
fK—'<Itl<K (JR 
j(s)ei3tU_gds) dtMpR 
1 	 , I e(f)'(s) 	\ 
= 	I 	I 	U_ t gd.$)dt 
v" J f K-'<JtI<K'JR t 	 / 	L,(R) 
1e ist 
- v 	JRJK_1<ItkK 	t 	 ) 	 L,(R) 
by Fubini, since the strong continuity of W i lt ER implies that 
) U_t 1 
IIe t (f)'( 	IL,(R) dt)ds 
'K — ' <ItI<K (J  




1 I I (f)'(s)I(Ut ,$)gds 
Vr2irL 	 R 	
L(R) 
sup{IIj..:(Ut , s)gI L P (R)}lI(f)IIL'(R) (4.5) 
sER 
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Now define A 3 : LP(R) - L(R) by A5ø(A) eL\ 8 o(,\) Notice that .4 is an invertible 
isometry and 
A3 U_A_ 3 Ø(A) = eit 3 U_ t OA). 
Hence 
	
IIIK( U . )gILR) = 	




dt A., I 
K- '<Itl<K 	 ) IlL,(R) 
L (I- t A-.,g <ltkh 	 t 	II  dtV - 	 - 	 - 	L P,(R) 
= lIHK A_ S gII L(a) . 
where HK denotes convolution by the function 
hh-(t) 
- { 
, if K 	< Itj < K, 
0,  otherwise. 
Since W satisfies the A condition, HK is a bounded operator on L(R) and there exists 
a constant C, independent of g, such that 
IIHA A_ S gII L( a)  ~ CjlA_ 3 gIj L , ( R ) = CIIgII L , (ft) 
for all g E L P (R). Hence 
jIJ.-(Ut ,$)gI L,()  ~ CgIIy (R) 
II 
for all g E L P (R) and by (4.5), 
IK -' <I 	f(t)U_gdtP R) ~ Gill IiBv(a)IIgIIL,(a) tkK 
for all f E V and g E L P (R). Letting K - oc shows that 
ii 	f(t)U_j  dtll :~' CIIIIIBVR 




Weighted Shifts on 1P-Spaces over 
cn 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we examine bilateral weighted shifts on the space 1(C), where n E N 
and p is in the range 1 < p < oc. In particular we look for conditions under which this 







where a is a sequence of scalars and N E N. In addition 
Hf(x) 	urn 	Ie< It 




f(x — t) 
C_OJe<ItI<N 	
dt, 
where f : R - C belongs to a suitable class (e.g L'(R)) and N > 0. Notice that the 
fraction has been omitted from these integrals. 
In [4], Berkson and Gillespie tackle the trigonometric well- boundedness problem in the 
one-dimensional setting. They first show that a weighted shift on an unweighted P space 
is equivalent to the unweighted shift on an appropriate weighted space 1, P and then prove 
that the latter operator is trigonometrically well-bounded if and only if the weight w 
satisfies the A condition on Z. 
We begin by defining a weighted shift on 1(C) 
in 
For p in the range 1 < p < oo, let lP(C) denote the two-sided unweighted space of 
sequences x = { zk}kEZ, with norm 






where IIxk 112 denotes the usual Euclidean norm of the vector xk.  A weighted shift on 
lP(C) is an operator of the form 
1"4({Xk}) = {Akxk_1}, 
where A = {Ak}kEz is a sequence of n x n matrices with entries in C. 
If sup{IIAkII : k E Z} < XJ then VA defines a bounded linear map of l(C') into itself. 
Furthermore, if each Ak is invertible and sup{IlA1II : k E Z} < 00 , then VA is invertible 
and 
= {A 1 xk+1}. 
Throughout this chapter we shall assume that V,4 is bounded and invertible. We now 
consider the operator 
S m (VA,t) = 
for t E [0, 27r], where' indicates omission of the term when j = 0. The following theorem 
appears in [3] as Corollary 2.10. 
Theorem 5.1.1 Suppose V is an invertible operator on a reflexive Banach space. If 
sup{lJsm(V,t)Il : m E N,t E [0,27r]} < 00 
then V is trigonometrically well-bounded. 
For / E [0, 2r], define It : l(C) - l"(C) by the equation 
It{xk} = {e ztk xk }. 
It is easy to see that It is an invertible isometry and 




- 	 V' ,'t"4' 
sup {lISm( I'A, / ) Il} 	= 	5U {II lI} 
mEN 	 mEN j=-rn 
	
= 	SUP {Il.9m(i"4,0)II} 
mEN 
so VA is trigonometrically well-bounded if 
sup {IISm(%'14,0)II} < oo.  
mEN 
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When each of the matrices Ak is invertible, we may analyse V,4 by observing that it is 
isometrically similar to the unweighted shift V on an appropriate weighted space 1,(C), 
where W = { Wk}kEz is a sequence of n x n matrices and 1v(C'2)  denotes the space of 





(N.B. This definition of a weighted 1' space is different from that used previously.) 
To see the isometric similarity, define T 1 7'(C') - 1,(C") by the equation 
Tx(k) = W,'xk. 
Then T is an invertible isometry and l"o. = T'VT, i.e. V4 and V are isometrically similar. 
Notice that for j E N, 
={AkA ki .. . Ak_+1xk_ 1 } 
and 
I. i-I IA-1 	i-I I4 jXjJ = 	 k+jXk+jl .  
If we define l'Vk by 
• 	I A 1 A 2 ...AjA 1 	ifk<O, 
Wk= I 	 ifk=O, 
I AkAk_j ... A2AI 	ifk>O, 
then it is straightforward to check that 
V,{xk} = {WkWxk_J} 
or equivalently 
VAJ 	= { Wkxk_} 
for all j E Z. 
5.2 The Diagonal Case 
First of all we shall consider the simple case where each Ak is diagonal. Then the matrices 
Wk are of the form 





For j = 1, 2... .,n, define w = {11V (k
) 
	Also, for notational convenience we shall 
write 
= urn 
In 	j-'x 	 1i m=-j 
whenever the limit exists. The case when n = 1 is examined by Berkson and Gillespie in 
[4]. In their paper they consider the unweighted shift on an appropriate weighted 
IP space. 
The following theorems appear in the literature. 
Theorem 5.2.1 ([191, Theorem 10) 
Let 1 < p < oc. Then the following statements are equivalent for the weight sequence w. 
w satisfies the A condition. 	 - 
There is a constant Is, depending only on p and the A constant of w, such that 
:~ RpIxkV'wk. 
There is a constant K. depending only on p and the A constant of w, such that 
sup I-:-) 	< K> IXklWk. 
k=- mEN jm J - 00  
Theorem 5.2.2 ([41, Theorem 4.2) 
Let 1 < p < oo, let w = {Wk}kEZ be a sequence of positive weights, and let U denote the 
bilateral shift U{xk} = {xk_1 } on l,. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
w satisfies the A condition on Z; 
U is trigonometrically well-bounded; 
U is bounded and invertible, and 
sup{IIsm(11,0)II : k E N} < oo; 
U is bounded and invertible, and Sm ( 1,0) converges in the strong operator topology 
as m - 
We now discuss the situation when n > 1. When the matrices Wk are all diagonal, the 
weighted shift on l(C) is equivalent to the direct sum of n weighted shifts on P'(C), and 
we have the following result. 
Let i0 (C) denote the space of all Ca-valued sequences with finite support. 
Theorem 5.2.3 The following statements are equivalent. 
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k= - x, 	m=-j 	 k=-c 
for all  E l0 (C). where' denotes omission of the term when m = 0. 
There exists a constant C, independent of x, such that 
=-oo 	
WkXkm 	
IIWkxkII 	 (5.3) 
k 	m 	 k=—o 
for all x E l0 (C). 
Wi,  W, .. . , Wn each satisfy A on Z. 
V4, is trigonometrically well-bounded 
PROOF. Statements (i) to (iv) are clearly equivalent in the light of Theorems 5.2.1 and 
5.2.2 .above. 	 13 
5.3 The Non-diagonal Case 
We shall now examine the general situation where the matrices Ak are not necessarily 
diagonal. We begin by proving the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.3.1 If 1' is trigonometrically well-bounded then there exists a constant C, 
independent of x, such that 
ii 	k Ili,-(C') :~ CIIxIJIp(cn) 
for all x E 10 (C"). 
PROOF. Suppose that VA is trigonometrically well-bounded, with spectral decomposition 




Then 	is a continuous, identity-preserving algebra homomorphism. In addition, define 
[0, 2r] -, C by the formula 
I i(ir—t), O<t<2ir. 
= 1 	
= 
and let {fm}mEN  be a sequence of trigonometric polynomials such that 
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fTfl 	•L' pointwise on [0.27r]. and 
1% = SUP{IIfmIIBV([O2r]) :111 E N} < X. 
Now let x = {xk} and y = {Yk} be elements of 10 (C) such that 
Xk 	
(k) 	(k) 	(k) 




with Xk = Yk = 0 for IkI > M, and temporarily fix m E N. In addition, let fm(k) = 0 for 








(x k , yk ) = 	ü 1  i3, 
1=1 




fm (j)& dE(A)x, I!) 
= 
1,n( j ) V,  
M Nm 
	
= 	 Jrn(i)(WiWXi_j,yi) 
1MjNm 
Nm M 
= 	 Jm(j)(WiWi_i_j,yi) 
jNm1M 
2M M 
E= 	E  1rn(j)(WW1.i_j,yi) 
j=-2M 1=—M 
M 	2iW 
ii • 	 fT(j)( l'V1V1x1_2,  yi)II :~ kIIQIIlIxIllP(C?3)IIYIIIPI(Cn)- 
1=-M j=-2M 
By dominated convergence, i.  converges pointwise on Z to 4 1 , the discrete Hilbert kernel. 
Thus, letting n-i - 	 in the inequality above, we see that, 
Al 	2M 	
:~ KIIØIIIIxlI1p(Cn)IIYII1P'(Cfl) 






~ AII(~)IIIkIIlP(C' )IIYII1P'(Cn) 
3 	I 
As this inequality is valid for all x, y E 1( Ca), it follows that 
,x I 
I1P(CTh) :~- jIII IIxlI1P(Cn) 
j .1= - 
for all x E 10(C'). 
	 iFol 
For the moment we shall concentrate on the case n = 2. Suppose that 
/ a  bk \ 
Uk= I\ Ck dk 
) 
is invertible; then a k  and ck cannot both be zero. If Icki > laki, premultiplication of Wk 
by
( 	 ) 




which has the property that 
\1 Oj 	 \ak bkj 







for all Xi. E C2 . Consequently, when investigating the trigonometric well- boundedness of 
VA it is sufficient to consider matrices Wk of the form ( 
ak bk 
, with ai.l ~ IckI. Now 
\Ck d) 
given a sequence of matrices {Wi.} define multiplication operators M11 , M1 2, M21 and 
M22 as follows: for any sequence x = {xk} of scalars let 
M11 x(k) = 	ai.xi., 
M12 x(k) = 
M21 x(k) = 	CkXk and 
M22x(k) = 	dkXk- 
Under these conditions we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3.2 If VA is trigonom e trically well-boundd then each of the statements below 
holds. 
(i) {Iai.IP} satisfies A. 
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(ii) There exists a constant C. independent of x, such that 
ryj 	
.{I(M12DM11 - M 11 DM 12 )x(k)1 2 + I(M22DM11 - 
A21DMI2)x(k)12}P'2 
CI(M1iM22 - M21I12)x()I 
for all x E 10 (C). 
Conversely, if statement (1) is true and there exists a constant C, independent of x, such 
that the inequalities 
Jk=_c 	 - M 1I DNM 12 )x(k)1 2 + l(M22DNMu - AI21DNMI2)x(k)12}P/2 
00 
~ CI(MiiM22 - M21 M12 )x(k) 
hold for all N E N and all x E l0 (C), then VA is trigonometrically well-bounded. 
PROOF. Lemma 5.3.1 above shows that if VA is trigonometrically well-bounded then for 




< Cx 1p 	 (5.4) 
m IP(C2) 
holds, or equivalently, 
1/VjX_, 	
< C > 	IIWkXkII 
k=-c m- 	
m 
I 	 k=-o - 
/  
for all x 	
aj 







+  1: ,diçj3j_m 2}P/2 
_ in in 	 m 	 _ m k=-co n = - ___ 	in 	 = - 	 - 
~ C 	{Iakck + bk13kI 2  + Ickak + 
k=-oo 
for all {ck} and {/3k}  E l0(C). We now make a change of variable by setting y = 
akok + bk/3k, for all k E Z. This gives 




k=-o m—cx 	rnak_ 	 _





mak_m 	 m 
00 
<C E {Ikl2 + 
Ck( -fk - bk!ik) +dklik  12 
p/2 
ak k= - 
for all {dk}  and {7k} e 10 (C). If we define b k = !3k/ak and Ek = 1k/ak, k E Z, then the 













12 + IckEk - Ckbkk + akdkkI 2 
k=-oo 
 
for all {60  and {Ek} E IO(C)- 
Writing this in an operator theoretic way, we see that if VA is trigonometrically well- 
bounded then the inequality 
+(i1I12DM11 - M1iDiI12)(k)I2 
k=—x,  
 
+I(M2IDE)(k) + (M22DM11 
- I21DMl2)(k)I2}P/ 
+ (11121 E)(k) + (M11M22 - 
M2lI12)(k)12}P/ 
holds for all {6k}  and {Ek} E 10 (C). If we look at the special case when b k = 0 for all 
k E Z, we see that {(lakI 2  + Ick l 2
)pl 2 } must satisfy A. Now, as 
akI' < flak 12 + lC k I 2 }' 2 < (21a k 1 2 ) 1?/ 2 
it follows that {IakI}  satisfies A. 
Furthermore, if Ek = 0 for all k E Z, we have 
1: f 101112DMI, - M11DAii2))I2 + l(M2.2DM11 - AI2iDMi2)(k)I2}P(5.5) 
k=-or, 
 
- 	 ~ Cl(MiiM22 - M21M12)b(k)I 	 (5.6) 
for all {k}  E 10(C). 
Conversely, suppose that there exists a constant C, independent of x and N, such that 
ik=_ 	 - L1 1l DNM1 2)X(k)1 2  + I(M22DNMI1 - M2lDNM12)x(k)I2} 
00 
101 '122 Al22 'i I - 	 1 M 12 )x ( k  ) IP 
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for all N E N and x E 10 (C). and that {IakI} satisfies A. Then 
+ (M12DNMII - Mii Dv11I12)(k)I 2 
+IJ%I21DNE(k)+ (M22DNMI1 - M2jDNM12)(k)I2,} 
p12 






+ I(M12DNM1I - M1IDNM12)6(k)12 
k=_ 
+i(M22DNMI1 - 
M2l DNM12 )(k)I 2 } P/ , as Icki 	lakI, 
<2P2P/ 2 {2P/ 2 jA4llDNE(k)I P + (I(AI12DNI%Il1 - MI1DNM12)(k)I2 
+j(M22DNM1I - M2lDNM12)(k)I)} 
22PCE{IMI1E(k)I P  + I(Mijil122 - 121A!12)(k)jP} 
<22C 
i 	







+ IMi2r(k) + (MuM22 - M21M12)(k)I 
k=_ 
} 
00 	 P/2 
+ 11112E(k) + (M 11 M22 -
)12 
for all {bk}, {Ek} E 10 (C) and N E N. Changing variables as above, this can easily be 
shown to be equivalent to the inequality 
119N( V,  O)xII,p(c2) ~ C."IIrlIiPC2) 
for all N E N and all x E 10 (C 2 ). By (5.1). VA is trigonometrically well-bounded. 
We shall now consider the general ii-dimensional case. Suppose our matrices Wk are given 
by (k)(k) 
	
W i1 	 ... 	 Win 
Wk= 	: 
(k)(k) 
As in the 2 x 2 case, premultiplication by a suitable orthogonal matrix yields a new matrix 
in which the (1,1) entry is the largest in modulus in the first column. Henceforth we shall 
use the term W1, to refer to the rearranged matrix. 
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Theorem 5.3.3 If V is irigoiwineirically well-boundf(l th€ n the conditions below hold. 
1[tv Il 	satisfies :l p . 
There exists a constant C, independent of x, such that 
p/2 
I 	 - M1 1 DAI i )a(k)I 2 
k=—x (11 J=2 
p'2 
<C 	 IDM,Mii —MjiMi)c(k)I2 
k=—o Ii=i j=2 
for all a 1, 	On E 10(C), where 	 . 
(k) 
Mj a(k)=w1 	k• 
Conversely, if statement (i) is true and there exists a constant C, independent of x and 
N, such that 
p/2 
(MIJDNM11 - M,lDNAil)a(k)I2 
j=2 
p12 
C' 	 I 	- Mil M1 j)aj(k)I 2 1 	(5.7) 
k=—oo tl=1 j=2 	 ) 
for all a,, 2' . .. , a E 10 (C) and all N E N, then VA is trigonometrically well-bounded. 
PROOF. 	Suppose that VA is trigonometrically well-bounded. By Lemma 5.3.1, there 
exists a constant C, independent of x, such that 
'Wkm jj p < C 	IIWkxkII 




k=—oc ll j=1 	m— 	 J 	k_ , 	11 j=1 
for all i, . . . , a E l0 (C). Writing this in an operator theoretic way we have, 
2'lP/2 	 ( 	 2jp/22 
>>1'vlijDaj(k) 	
<C 
k=— 	 — 1=1 j=1 	 J k= 	1=1 j=1  
for all a1, . .. ,anE 10(C). If we make the change of variable 
1:= 	Mic(k), 
then 
and we obtain the inequality, 
2 I p/2 
11 E
I




I/3.I 2 + 	M1 1 M (/3 
- j=2 
M 1 a)(k) + 	M 1 a(k 
k=- 	 ) } 
for all /3,02,.. -, an E 10 (C). Replacing /3 by Al, 1 /3 and a, by Al l 1 0 for j = 2,... ,n, the 







<  C 	JIM II O(k 2 + 	 - M11M1)o(k) } 
for all /3,02,... ,o E 10 (C). Now setting 02 = 03 = ... =a,= 0, we see that 
{(I w I 2 + I W (k) 12 + ... + w I 2 )} E A. 
Since 
(k) (k) 2 
1w1! I 	+ lw 21  I + .. + w ) i2 	
(k) J )P/2 <p/2 ni 	
121W 11 
it follows that 
{i 11 } e A. 	 (5.8) 
Furthermore, setting 13 = 0, we see that, 
( 




<C' 	 (MiMii - MI1M! J )0J (k) 	 (5.9) 
k=-x1=1 j2 	 J 
for all or,... 	E 10 (C). 
Conversely suppose that {IwI} E A and there exists a constant C, independent of x 
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and N, such that 
p'2 










{ 1 .111.DN/3(k) + 	(il!,JDNiI11 - 
p/2 
{ 	
(AIlIDNk 2  + l(M,DNMIl - MllDNMl)o(k)l2)} 
/2 	 p12 
<2P2P/2 	
[{ 	








I 	- M11M1J)(k)I2} ] 
since ju, (k) IP < IwI 2  + . . . +  nI < n 
I a, k)2 and {IwI} E A p 
p/2 




[I 1 11 /3()I 2 + 	
{ =2 MiM
11 - M, 1 M 1 )Q(k)l + IM1I (k)I 
k 	 } ] 
p/2 
<272n 2 C 	[iiiiøi + 	I 1>11^1 - iIij Mi )o(k)I 2 + 
11 j2 	 1=1 
since (a + b)2 < 4(a2 + b2 ) for all a,b > 0, 
<2 2 nP/2 {IAi ll i1(k)I 2 +IAiiii3k+.MiA'Iii —MiiMi)cr(k)I2 
+2E IAJI3(k)I2}''2 
p/2 
<2T2 n 2 (2n + 1 )'2 C 
	
JJAIII ,3(k)1'  + 	M1113(k) + M— M11M1)a(k)I2 } 
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for all i.a 2 .....a,, E 10 (C). (hanging variables as above, we may show that this is 
equivalent  to the inequa.h t.y 
E 111: 	11 kk - m P c E jj1VkXkjj P  
for all x E 10 (C). Thus VA  is trigonometrically well-bounded. 
5.4 A Special Case In 1P(C 2 ) 
I'\ 
In this section we concentrate on the case when each Ak is of the form 	
l a 
0 1 ) and 
1 
	
( 0 	1 ) I 
 
hence '47k  is of the form 	
711k 	where 
J=k+i a3 1 if k < 0, 
Wk 	0 	 ifk=0, 
( > 1 aj 	ifk>0. 
We define the operator Al,, by the equation 
Mx(n) = wx 
for all sequences x = {xn}nEz. Notice that in this situation Theorem 5.3.2 reduces to the 
following. 
Theorem 5.4.1 Let 1 <p < 00. If VA istrigonornetrically well-bounded on 1P(C 2 ) then 
there exists a constant C. independent of x, such that 
I(1ID - DiVI)x(n)I' < C E JXnj P  
nEZ 	 nEZ 
for all  E lo - Gonversely. if/here exists a constant C. independent of N and x, such that 
( M,Dv - D v M,)x(n)I' < C E IxnV' 
nEZ 	 n€Z 
for all x E 10 and all N E N, then VA  is trigonometrically well-bounded. 
We show here that for p in the range 1 < p < oc, the condition w = {wk} E BMO(Z) 
is sufficient for the trigonometric well-boundedness of. The definition of BMO(Z) is 
given below. 




ak - a[,,,,.] m,n E Z,n > m} <00, 	 (5.10) 





In this case IIaIIBAI o is defined to be the expression on the left hand side of inequality 
(5.10) above. 
Notice that it is not important to subtract exactly a[mn ] in (5.10). Suppose that for each 





n - 	+ 1 	
ak - a[m,n]I 	n -+ 1 	
ak - U [m,n ] I + a(.,n] - a[mn h I 
k=m 	 k=m 
	
= n_rn+l  k=m 	 _Q1mTh 
+Ili_
_t+ I k=m 
< 21t. 
For completeness we shall also give the definition of BMO(R). A detailed account of 
functions of bounded mean oscillation can be found in Chapter 6 of [15]. 
If o is locally integrable and I is a bounded interval, then define pj to be the average of 
Q over I, i.e. 
t =jcdt. 
Definition 5.4.3 If 4)  is locally integrable and if 
sup {j_ oil d1 } <, 
	 (5.11) 
where the suprernum is taken over all bounded intervals I. then we say that 4) is of bounded 
iiiean oscillation on B. and write 4) E BMO(R). In this case we define l1011BMO  to be the 
expression on the left hand side of inequality (5.11) above. 
As.in the discrete case, it is not important that we subtract exactly 4)1 in (5.11). 
Now let P : l - LP(R) and Q : LP(R) - IP be as in Chapter 3. (In this case w 1.) In 
addition for functions f and b: R - C we define 
Mbf(t) = b(t)f(t). 
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We now present a. few lemmas and theorems which we shall use to prove that Vj4 is 
trigonometrically well-bounded on 1(C 2 ) whenever w E BMO(Z). 
Lemma 5.4.4 The sequence {a} E BM0(Z) if and only if the function flEZ anX[n,n+1) E 
SM 0(R). 
PROOF. Suppose that f(t) = E nEZ aflk[. fl +I)(t) E BMO(R), i.e. 
Sup 1 J I 	afl k[fl ,+l)(t) - jl dt < 00,  Fill iiEZ 
where the suprenium is over all bounded intervals I. and 
11 = J  
(nEZ 
a fl \[nn+l )(1) 	dt.
If we define a[ m , n] by the equation 
1 









fl 	ak —a[m,njI 
: rn,n E Z,n> m.} 
hli+ km 
1 
= sup 	 Im 	I 	akk[k,k+1)(t) — a[m,n]ldt : rn,n E Z,n ~ m I 1 	 I 
( 	1 
= sup 
	L f(t)— f[m,n+1]  dt : m,n E Z,n > m} - m + 1  
~ sup I - 1 'n 11(t) - f[m.n+i ] I dt : , n E R,n > m} n - in + 
<00, 
as f BMO(R). Hence {a} E BMO(Z). 
Conversely suppose that {a} E BMO(Z) and there exists a constant K, independent of 
in and n, such that for each interval [in, n.j with in, ii E Z and n > in, we have 
1 
+ 






Now consider intervals of the form [rn - 6. n + d, where in, n E Z. n > m and 0 < 6, -r < 1. 
Ifn—ni> 1 then 
(n + E) 	(in 	) J 	f() - t[m_1.n]l di 
ak - a(m _l,nhl + la - a[m _ j .n]lE + lam_I - a1m _ i ,njl} 
n - ni 	






It follows that 
J
n+e 
-6m 	lf(t) - f[
m _ S , n+e]ldt 	6K 
whenever n - ,m > 1. 
When it = m we simply consider intervals of the form [n - 6,n + e]. Observe that 
1 f+ 	 1 
+ In_S 11(t) - a.111_i,1ldt = 	
+ {a_j - a1_i,Il + Elan - a[_ i ,] I} 








 1(t) - f[n_S.n+]l dt < 4K 
—S 
for all n E Z and all 6,E > 0; it follows that f E BMO(R). 	 0 
We shall also require the following John-Nirenberg lemma (see [141) in order to prove 
Theorem 5.4.7 below; 
Lemma 5.4.5 ([141, Chapter II, Corollary 3.10 (ii)) 
If b E BMO(R) then there exist constants C 1 and £2,  such that for every A in the range 











Lemma 5.4.6 Fix b E BMO(R) with b real- valued and p in the range 1 < p < oc. 
Then the function ePb  satisfies the rip condition on R whenever 0 < I uI < r < pIIbIIBMo 
Moreover, the A constant is bounded by 
/ 	2 	—2 
(Cipr)2 IIbIIBMo 
- pr) 
where C 1 and C2 are the constants which appear in Lemma 5.4.5 above. 
PROOF. By Lemma 5.4.5, there exist constants C 1 and C2 such that for every u E R 
with 0 < plul < 	, and every bounded interval I, the inequality 
1 [ 	 / C2 	
—1 
1pIuIIb()—bjl dx <Ci pIuI 	 PIuI 
IIbIIBMo 
- 	 ) 
holds. Hence, whenever 0 < I u I < r < 	(2 	we have l 161 B MO 
/1 f 





/ C2 	—2 
(C1pr)2IIbII _pr) 
(I  j pub(x) dx) ( j e' dx) = 
< 
< 
Thus pub E A 2 on R with A2 constant bounded by (C'pr) 2  (IlbI2Mo 	 If p > 2 
then, by Lemma 3.3.1, e pub E rip on R and the A constant of e' 6 is bounded by the 
A 2 constant of 	Furthermore, since e' E A 2 , it follows that e  —pub E A 2 (with the 
same A 2 constant as 	Hence 	E A and the A constant of e — pub  is bounded 
by the A 2 constant of Finally, Lemma 3.3.2 shows that (e_Pub)_h/_ € A pi, i.e. 
E 	and the Ai constant of cPU&  is bounded by the A constant of 
Thus we have shown that, when 0 < II < r < 	C2 	e' E A for all p in the range PII 6 IIBMO 
—2 
1 <p < oc with A constant bounded by (C1pr)2 	c2 IIbIIBAf 	pr 
/ ) . 	 0 
The theorem which follows is a version of the commutator theorem of Coifman, Rochberg 
and Weiss in [8]. The proof is based on Rochberg's proof which can be found in [14]. 
Theorem 5.4.7 If b E BMO(R) and b is real-valued then there exists a constant C, 
independent of N, f and g, such that 
II M9 ( .'116Hv - H,v !IJ& )fIlL' (R) !~ CIIfIILP(R)IIgIIr,P'(rt) 
for all f and g E V (the space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support) 
and all N E N. 
1i1 
PROOF. Fix b E BMO(R) with b real-valued and not identically zero and p in the range 
1 < p < oc.. In addition let Z = it + iv E C with 0 < zI < R < (max{p,p1IbIIBMO) for 
some 
R E R and let N E N. For J and g E V define the operator TN)  by the equation 
T ' (f.g) = J'/I9 Me z6HNMe _zbf 






II A'I_zbfII jp p 	< 	II A"eII IIILP(It) 
=  JA e 	(x)11f( x )1P dx —A 
	
 
~ 	{ui} f-' A 
e 1lb _bepRAI dx 










- j4zj) 	by Lemma 5.4.5 
< 	2ACC 1 pC2 	IV'IIBMO 
- max{p,p'}llbIIBMo C 12 - pIZIIIbIIBM0 
< 	
2ACC1C2 
- C2 - pRbpjo 
where the constant C = sup[A.A]{lf(x)V'}c* Thus Me_thf and Melzblf  E LP(R) 
and it follows that HNM P-thI E L'(R). A similar calculation shows that Mzbg E L'(R). 
Thus T, is  an L' function with compact support. 
Observe also that if 0 < Izi < R < 	
C2 	for some R then, by Lemma 5.4.6, max {'' } I IbI I B MO 
epab E A, and 
IITF(f,g)IIL1 ( R ) = IIMg 11eubHNt e _:bfIIL1R) 
< 
= IIHNMe_:bf11L 1 b (R191ILP 1 (R) 
< CpIIMf_z6f11LP6(R)1I9IILP(R) 
= CPtIIIILP(R)IIgIILP'(a) 	 (5.12) 
where C, depends only on p and the A constant of e' (which, in turn, depends on R). 
Now consider T(f,g) as the series 
T(f,g) = g 	
'2b2 	 2b2
(1 + zb+ :._ + ...)HN(1 - zb+ 	- ...)i. 	(5.13) 
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Define the operator S 	by the equation 
	
2b2 	 znbn 
for f  C V. Since S
(n) f(x) -  Al,- ., f(x) for almost every x E R, 




< M1J(x)I for almost every x E R 
and roo IMeIIf(X)IP 	<  
for 0 < IzI < R, it follows that 
- Mzf in LP(R). 
Since HN is bounded on LP(R), 
HNS)! ..- HNI%'Ie_:bf in L(R) 
and furthermore 
HNM-mf = HNI - z(H jvbf ) + 
2 (Hvb2f) - 
Notice that, for n E N. 
< 2P{j (IH4vSJf(x)I + IHN S_ 1) f(x))dx} 
00 
< 2K 	lMeiif(X)IPdX 
for some constant K depending only on p. Thus 
dx I [ 	z H
N(X) f (X)  ') 	 21KACC1C2 
~ < 
j 	C.2 - pRlIbIIBjQ 
for each n, so H1VMe_zbf  is an analytic function in L'(R). 
We can similarly show that MezbY  is an analytic function in L'(R). 
Furthermore, since 
(Mg S)HN(Sf)(X) 	(M9MeIINMe_thf)(X) = T(f,g)(x) 
for almost every x E H. as ii - oc, 
(i'vJg MIzbIHivSVf)(x)I 
MH 
for almost every x E R and 
f)(x)l dx 	lIMe Iz6IglIpI(rt)IIHNS_zf1I(It) f (MgMIzbIHiVS_z  
ClIAiIzbIgIlpl(ft)IIM'eIzbI fIILP(R) 
for 0 < Izl < R, it follows that 
- TY " (f,g) in L'(R) as n - 00. 





whenever 0 < r < R. However 
T " (f,g) = (g+ z(bg)+ z2()+ ...)(HNI — 	
2( HNb 	
- ...) 
= IVI 9 HNJ + z(M 9 (M&IIN - HNMb)f) + higher order terms. 
It follows that 	




IIM9(MbHN - HNMb)fIlLI(R) = 	
T(f,g) dzU 
z 2 	IL(R) 
1 
- 	 {II)(f,g)IILI(It)} L 	Iz 2 I dz 1=T 2ir lzI=r 
~ Cr,pIIfIILP(a)IIgIILP'(R) 
by5.12, whenever O<r< R and f and geV. 
	 E!J 
We can similarly show that if be BMO(R) with b real-valued then there exists a constant 
C. independent of f and g, such that 
11M9( MbH - H Mb )fIIL' (R) :~- CII!IILP(R) IIYIILP'(R) 
for all f and g E V. Now given sequences = h'n}n€z and x = {x}Ez, define M.y x = 
{ynxfl}flEz. 
Lemma 5.4.8 Let 2 < p < oc and N E N. Suppose that = {'n}nEZ e 10 and that there 
exists a constant C 1 , independent of x and N, such that 
IIM(MwQHNP - QHNPM w )xIIll  <_ C11141P11 -Y111P, 
for all x E 10 and N E N. Then there exists a constant C2 , independent of x and N, such 
that 
IlM( AIDp.' - DNJ%'IW)xIllI <_ C2IIxII,pIi7II,' 
for all xElo and NN. 
PROOF. Observe, first of all, that if 
IF%/I(i%IwQHNP - QH2vPM)xII,i 	c:iIIxIIiplFyII,i 
for all  E 10 and N E N, then 
IIM(.1QHP - QHPi%'I,)xII,i 
for all x E lo. Notice also that 
= IIPM(M,QHP - QHPMW)XIILI(R) 
=  J tim inf jP%I.( MWQHNP - QHNPMW )x(t)I dt - 
< urn infJ PM(iiwQHNP - QHNPMW )x(t)I dt 
N- 
~ 	1i2' 11x111P117111p1 
DNeO(n) 	
{ 
















o 	 otherwise. 
Fix x E lo. Writing x = F xe3 , we see that 
(MDN DNMw)x(n) = 	
(w_-_J 
 XjI 
1 <In-j <N 
where the sum is taken over the variable j and 
DO 






+(w - W_N)Xn_jV 	k(k + 1)Nk k=1 
00 
—(w a - +N)xn+N E k(k+1)N 
To show that there is a constant C2, independent of x and N, such that 
II iti_( A11,DN - DN!vI)xlIlI < C2 x ipIIylI 1 1 
for all x E 10 and N E N, we consider the operator 
M-[!VI(QHNP - DN) - (QHNP - DN)Mw]. 
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If x e /o then 
M.(Ai(QHvP - DN) - (QHvP - 
00 
= 1 1 n ( wn_ w3)xJ(k(2k1)()2k1) 
1 IT1_jIV 1 
+7n(tVn - w_1v)x_N 	(k +I)Nk 
- 
— 71 (w - Wn+V)Xn+N 	k( +I)Nk N)i 




( 	k(2k - 1)(n 
 
fl-00 	 1<In-jI<ZIV-1 
00 
+In(wn - w_1v)x_N ( 	k(k+1)Nk - 





Now consider each of the three components in this sum individually. Looking at the first 
component we see that 
00 	 /00 	 1 
In 	 - 	 k(2k - 1)(n _j)2k_1 
fl-00 	1<In-iI<N-1 	 k=2 
~
1 IP 
(w - w)x (E k(2k 1)(n - )2kl) 1P 
} 
fl-- 1<n-j<N-1 	 k-2 
by Holder's inequality, 
[ 	




xj 	 }1/P 
1 <In- .j1<N - I 
00 	 /00 
= lI7II'{ (w - 	 ( + 1)(2k + I)(n _)2k)Wj) n=-oo 1<n-j<N-1 	 k1 ~ Pl 
I PIP' 
}1/'P 
11<1nA< N- I 
CO 
	 ( k' =l
x 
w, - w) 	
k(2k - 1)(n - J)2k_1
1<n-j<N-1 ~ Pl 
P' ] pIp' 
}1/P 
l l<ln-jl<N -  1  I Xi ii 
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( 
~ IYjIjp' f 	I(M w QHP - QHPM)eIl'{ 	I yjb,—jl
plp,
l llp 








and yj  = x3IP'. Now since 1 < pip' < oo, we have 
I X.  
(k'=2 
 7' 	 (W n - 
1n—iIN_1 	
k(2k - 1)(n - )2k_I) 
c.Ii{ 	I( * 6)(fl)IPW} 
n = - 
= 	 * j:'Ip' 
I 	I 
~ 'I I IYIII 'p, 
~ C1'xi" ' p. 
Furthermore, observe that 
1 I (w - W_N)XnN ( 	k(k + 1)Nk - 
E  in 
n=— 	 \k=1 	
Nk) + noo 	 N 	I > yn(wn - W _N)Xn_N ( 	 k(k + 1) 
1 	 I (w - W_N)Xn_N I 
00 
<3 sup{x} 	 - Wn_N) 	k(k +1)Nk) nEZ 	 (k'= I 
since 	~ 2 E1 k(k+1)Nk 
:!~ 3IIXII,xII7II,p' II(MwQ JINP - QHNPMW)fn_NII1p 
<3Ci IIxII,pIIII,i, since sup{Ixl} = {sup{1x1}} 	<— (E lX -1p ) l lp  
It can similarly be shown that 
- WnN)Xn+N (i', k(k +1)lVk - 	 <3CiIIxII,pIIII,'. 
Thus there exists a constant C, independent of x and N, such that 
IM(M(QHvP - DN) - (QHNP-- DN)M)xII,I 	CIIxII,pJI'yII,p' 
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for all .r E 10 and all N E N. It follows that there exists a constant C.'2, independent of N 
and .r, such that 
1 AL( J%IW DN - DN1iI )xIIii :~ C2IIxMip FYII1p' 
for all x E lo and all N E N. 
We are now in a position to prove the theorem below. 
Theorem 5.4.9 Fix  in the range 1 <p < oc . If  = {w} €z E BMO(Z) then VA is 
trigonometrically well-bounded. 
PROOF. 	First suppose that w is real-valued and fix p in the range 1 < p < 00. If 
w E BMO(Z) then, by Lemma 5.4.4, Pw E BMO(R). By Theorem 5.4.7 there exists a 
constant C, independent of N, g and x, such that 
IMg(M(pw)HN - Hp'M(p) )fItLl(R) !~ CIIJIILP(a)IIgIILPI(R) 
for all f and g E V. It follows that 
IQMY (MP W )HN - HNM(pW))PxII11 _'5 CIIxII1PII91IPI() 
for all x E 10 and g E V, since Px e V whenever x E 10. In particular, for g of the form 
Py, where 'y = {n}nEZ E 10, we have 
QM(p)(A'I(p)HN - HNM(p W ))Px = M.,,Q(M(PW)HN - HNM(p))Px. 
Hence 
ALQ(li ( pHJv - HN11(p))PxII1I < CIIxII1pII-yIIlp, 
for all x,y € lo. Observe that for any complex sequence x, 
PMu,X = E  WnXn( n ,n+1) = M(p w )PX, 
and for any integrable function f : R - C, 
n+1 
MQf = {wnj: f(t)dtj = QM(P)f. 
Thus we have the equality 
Q(M(P) JIJv - HNM(p))P = MWQHNP - QHNPM W . 
Lemma 5.4.8 now shows that for 2 <p < oc there exists a constant C, independent of N, 
.r and -y such that 
II11(MwDN - DzvA'I)xII,i <_ C 11 4 1P 11 -Y 11 1p,  
for all x, -I E.10 and all N G N. It follows that there exists a constant C such that 
I(Mw1)N - DvM w )xIip :~ Cxip 
ltip 
for all x e 10. If I < p < 2 then 2 < p' < cx, and there exists a constant C, independent 
of x and N, such that 
lI(MwDiv - D1vM)xII1' 	CIIIIi' 
for all x E 10  and N E N. By duality, there exists a constant C, independent of x and N, 
such that 
II(MD1v - D1vM)*.rIlip < 
for all .r E lo and N E N, but D = — DN, and hence (MDN - D N MW )* Mw Djv - 
DNMw. There therefore exists a constant C, independent of x and N, such that 
II(MWDN - DNA'I,)xI11p 	CIlxII,p 
for all x E lo and N E N, whenever 1 < p < 00. Theorem 5.4.1 now implies that VA is 
trigonometrically well-bounded. 
If w is complex-valued we can split it into real and imaginary parts to obtain the required 
result. 	 0 
Conversely, if VA  is trigonometrically well-bounded, is it true that w E BMO(Z)? Theorem 
5.4.1 tells us that if VA is trigonometrically well-bounded then there exists a constant C, 
independent of x, such that 
(4'I,,D - DA!)x(n)I' < c 1: JXnj P 
nEZ 	 nEZ 
for all x E 1. Using an argument similar to that in Lemma 5.4.8 we can show that 
(M,,QHP - QHPM)x(n)l" <C 
nEZ 	 nEZ 
or equivalently 
- HM( pW) )Px(n)V' < C 
nEZ 	 nZ 
for all x E 1. By Theorem 1 of [8] we know that if M (p , ) H—HM ( pW) is bounded on LP(R) 
then Pu, E BMO(R) and hence w E BMO(Z). However, we do not know if the boundedness 
of M(p)H - HM ( p ) follows from the boundedness of Q(M( p ) H - HM(p))P. The 
problem is therefore left open. 
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